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Going for gold

South African swimmer Natalie du Toit (top right), the first athlete in history to participate in both the Olympic and the Paralympic Games, carried the Team South Africa flag at the
opening ceremony of the Olympic Games in Beijing, China. On page six you can read more about identifying and nurturing future medal winners from an early age. Photo: AP
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Teachers reject maths format
Falling standards
and the new
curriculum don’t bode
well for high school
learners, writes
Thabo Mohlala

A

coalition of Western
Cape-based mathematics teachers is appealing to the national
department of education to suspend the format of the
mathematics curriculum for grade
10 to 12 learners, claiming educators are not adequately equipped
to teach it. The group, Concerned
Maths Educators (CME), is circulating a petition to mathematics
teachers countrywide.
The new mathematics curriculum requires learners to take either
mathematical literacy or pure mathematics. There is no higher-grade or
standard-grade in either subject and
pure maths, which allows learners
access to a wider range of university
degrees, is more difficult than the
former higher-grade maths, according to mathematics experts. This is
the first year that learners will write
mathematical literacy and pure
mathematics at the school exit level.
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South Africa was ranked 120th in the world for maths and science standards. Photograph: Oupa Nkosi
South Africa has ranked
poorly in international surveys
on mathematics and science
proficiency levels. Recently
the World Economic Forum
rated South Africa 120th for maths
and science.
More than half of South Africa’s
mathematics and science teachers are
unqualified, according to the CME. In
2006 there were fewer higher-grade
maths and science passes than in 2005.
The CME expressed grave doubts
about the success of the newly introduced mathematics curriculum,
saying it was “rushed through” and
completely ignores the dire shortage of trained and qualified maths
teachers in the country.
CME’s coordinator, Aslam Mukadam, said the new mathe matics
curriculum is inaccessible to most
learners, particularly in poor communities where the shortage of qualified teachers is acute.
He said the CMEs are calling for
a “middle ground”, which entails

the re-introduction of the old format, whereby maths was offered at
higher and standard grades.
“We believe there must be contingency plans until such time
as the country has a sufficient
number of qualified maths teachers,” said Mukadam.
In its present format the new
maths curriculum disadvantages
great numbers of learners who do
not have a solid background in
mathematics. “In the past we used
to have higher- and standard-grade
versions, where learners with a high
degree of competency in maths
would take it on higher grade, while
those who struggle would take it on
standard grade,” said Mukadam.
This provided learners with a “reasonable middle ground”. “It allowed
learners to build skills and knowledge without the more rigorous conceptual demands of higher grade.
We argue that this option should
not be lost to learners as it provided
entrance to universities of technol-

ogy in careers such as engineering,
architecture, construction studies
and business studies, to mention a
few,” he said.
The mathematical literacy course
does not equip learners with elementary mathematics skills because
it does not focus on core mathematical concepts such as algebra, calculus, analytical geometry and trigonometry, he said.
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CME has put together an alternative package of contingency
strategies for 2009. These include
the introduction of a three-tier
system, which comprises mathematical literacy, “intermediate
maths”, which is similar to standard-grade maths, and the pure
mathematics course.
Jonathan Jansen, honorary professor of education at the University of the Witwatersrand and
National Research Foundation
fellow, supports the scrapping of
the new system.
“Once again here we have an
instance where good curriculum
ideas run ahead of implementation realities in the case of mathematical education. We simply do
not have enough teachers with the
depth of subject-matter knowledge,” said Jansen.
An independent maths consultant,
Aarnout Brombacher, slammed the
notion of “intermediate mathematics” as it would force learners to take
standard-grade maths to improve
pass rates.
“In the process we lost many
potential higher-grade passes.”
Standard grade “prevented mobility for standard-grade learners to
[upgrade to] higher grade”.
But several educators with considerable maths teaching experience
have endorsed the call for the education department to change tack,
indicating that the CME’s stand has
struck a chord with teachers.
Stanley Adendorff, with 26 years’
maths teaching experience, said: “It
is mind-boggling why the curriculum developers ignored the intermediate maths options and introduced
only two extreme options.”
Fatima Abrahams, who has taught
maths for 30 years, said she found
2007 the “most stressful and disturbing year, as most learners were
struggling with most concepts. This
broke their spirit.”
Penny Vinjevold, deputy director
general of further education and
training, said: “We have researched
the situation extensively. The current situation [the combination
of mathematical literacy and pure
mathematics] has widespread support. We will continue to monitor
the situation to see if there are any
disadvantages to learners.”
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mathematics curriculum for grade
10 to 12 learners, claiming educators are not adequately equipped
to teach it. The group, Concerned
Maths Educators (CME), is circulating a petition to mathematics
teachers countrywide.
The new mathematics curriculum requires learners to take either
mathematical literacy or pure mathematics. There is no higher-grade or
standard-grade in either subject and
pure maths, which allows learners
access to a wider range of university
degrees, is more difficult than the
former higher-grade maths, according to mathematics experts. This is
the first year that learners will write
mathematical literacy and pure
mathematics at the school exit level.
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South Africa has ranked
poorly in international surveys
on mathematics and science
proficiency levels. Recently
the World Economic Forum
rated South Africa 120th for maths
and science.
More than half of South Africa’s
mathematics and science teachers are
unqualified, according to the CME. In
2006 there were fewer higher-grade
maths and science passes than in 2005.
The CME expressed grave doubts
about the success of the newly introduced mathematics curriculum,
saying it was “rushed through” and
completely ignores the dire shortage of trained and qualified maths
teachers in the country.
CME’s coordinator, Aslam Mukadam, said the new mathe matics
curriculum is inaccessible to most
learners, particularly in poor communities where the shortage of qualified teachers is acute.
He said the CMEs are calling for

a “middle ground”, which entails
the re-introduction of the old format, whereby maths was offered at
higher and standard grades.
“We believe there must be contingency plans until such time
as the country has a sufficient
number of qualified maths teachers,” said Mukadam.
In its present format the new
maths curriculum disadvantages
great numbers of learners who do
not have a solid background in
mathematics. “In the past we used
to have higher- and standard-grade
versions, where learners with a high
degree of competency in maths
would take it on higher grade, while
those who struggle would take it on
standard grade,” said Mukadam.
This provided learners with a “reasonable middle ground”. “It allowed
learners to build skills and knowledge without the more rigorous conceptual demands of higher grade.
We argue that this option should

not be lost to learners as it provided
entrance to universities of technology
in careers such as engineering, architecture, construction studies and
business studies, to mention a few,”
he said.
The mathematical literacy course
does not equip learners with elementary mathematics skills because it
does not focus on core mathematical
concepts such as algebra, calculus,
analy tical geometry and trigonometry, he said.
CME has put together an alternative
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package of contingency strategies
for 2009. These include the introduction of a three-tier system,
which comprises mathe matical
literacy, “intermediate maths”,
which is similar to standard-grade
maths, and the pure mathematics
course.
Jonathan Jansen, honorary professor of education at the University of the Witwatersrand and
National Research Foundation
fellow, supports the scrapping of
the new system.
“Once again here we have an
instance where good curriculum
ideas run ahead of implementation realities in the case of mathematical education. We simply do
not have enough teachers with the
depth of subject-matter knowledge,” said Jansen.
An independent maths consultant,
Aarnout Brombacher, slammed the
notion of “intermediate mathematics” as it would force learners to take
standard-grade maths to improve
pass rates.
“In the process we lost many
potential higher-grade passes.”
Standard grade “prevented mobility for standard-grade learners to
[upgrade to] higher grade”.
But several educators with considerable maths teaching experience
have endorsed the call for the education department to change tack,
indicating that the CME’s stand has
struck a chord with teachers.
Stanley Adendorff, with 26 years’
maths teaching experience, said: “It
is mind-boggling why the curriculum developers ignored the intermediate maths options and introduced
only two extreme options.”
Fatima Abrahams, who has taught
maths for 30 years, said she found
2007 the “most stressful and disturbing year, as most learners were
struggling with most concepts. This
broke their spirit.”
Penny Vinjevold, deputy director
general of further education and
training, said: “We have researched
the situation extensively. The current situation [the combination
of mathematical literacy and pure
mathematics] has widespread support. We will continue to monitor
the situation to see if there are any
disadvantages to learners.”
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Massive facelift plan
Provinces to
receive a share
of R2,7-billion
in the next three
years to rebuild
derelict schools
Primarashni Gower

T

he days of learners receiving their lessons in tumble-down mud schools are
nearing an end, with the
allocation of R2,7-billion
by the national treasury to provinces
to eradicate such schools.
Firoz Patel, the education department’s deputy director-general of
system planning and monitoring,
said this amount will be spent in
the 2008/09 medium-term expenditure framework (MTEF) period,
in addition to the infrastructure
budgets of provincial education
departments of R17,3-billion split
over the MTEF.
“There are 153 schools countrywide
[of which 142 schools are in the Eastern Cape] that are mud structures
and there are 4 078 schools with some
inappropriate structures [metal sheet
and wood],” Patel said. Schools that
have the worst structures will be prioritised.

Getting rid of mud–built schools
What it will cost and what will be done
Province
North West

Number of
schools

Budget
R-million

Graphic: JOHN McCANN
Source: DoE

Action

4

20,0

Dilapidated facilities — replacement

Gauteng

39

65,4

Dilapidated facilities — rehabilitation

W Cape

39

119,4

Inappropriate structures — replacement

N Cape

29

111,2

Inappropriate structures — replacement

Limpopo

4

59,0

Free State

3

1,8

Dilapidated facilities — rehabilitation

KwaZulu–Natal

45

164,6

Dilapidated facilities — rehabilitation

E Cape

75

132,4

Mud structures — replacement

Mpumalanga

13

31,0

Mud structures — replacement

Mud–built schools — replacement

Additional infrastructure grant to provinces
earmarked for education

R2,7-bn

R1,5-bn

R400-m
2008/09

R800-m
2009/10

Most provinces will receive a
share of the R2,7-billion over the
next three years with the exception
of the Northern Cape and Mpumalanga where the situation is “not
as acute as in Limpopo, KwaZuluNatal and the Eastern Cape”.
Patel said that some schools are
made of mud or other inappropriate
structures while others have some
classrooms, toilets or staff rooms
constructed from mud or other
inappropriate structures.

2010/11

Total allocated

He said that provinces have
already determined the priorities for
2008/09 and the projects are at a tender phase. “In most cases the schools
will be completely rebuilt,” he said.
An implication of the upgrade is
that it will create a conducive learning and teaching environment.
Education Minister Naledi Pandor
told the the Teacher this week that
the project “is very exciting” and
that in the past there was poor coordination between the different gov-

ernment departments in addressing
school infrastructure upgrades but
“national and provincial departments” (of education, public works,
water affairs and forestry) were
working closely on a plan to eradicate mud-structure schools.
Patel said that since the additional
R2,7-billion is targeted at fast-tracking upgrades, the department of
public works is coordinating the
implementation process provincially. Simultaneously, the department of water affairs is fast-tracking
the provision of reliable water supply and decent sanitation at schools
with R210-million additional funds
for 2008/09. A task team at the
national level assists in the coordination of activities in provinces,
ensuring “proper identification of
the areas of greatest needs, targeting the number of sites needing
attention and assisting with delivering the infrastructure”.
Patel said that there is more funding in the pipeline to stamp out all
mud school structures. “The funding
over the MTEF is incremental and
these funds will remain in the foreseeable future as carry through so that all
schools can be dealt with in the shortest possible time.”
Russell Wildeman, education
analyst at research institute, Idasa,
said the education department “has
done its bit in presenting data of an

acceptable quality to the treasury
to leverage the additional funding.
This also sets a trend in education
funding in that well-presented funding proposals that are backed up by
adequate data have a good chance of
being financed.”
He said the additional R2,7-billion
is aimed at provinces with the most
deprived pockets of infrastructure.
“This dovetails nicely with the thinking of the education department,
which for some time has considered
the idea of infrastructure targeting
in the worst- affected areas.
Wildeman said the consolidated
spending by the national and provincial governments is significant
and must be encouraged. “However, focusing on the most physically deprived areas by zooming in
on certain structures [such as mud
structures or schooling under trees]
may lead to departments taking
their eyes off the less visible infrastructure needs in both urban and
rural areas.
“Here I am referring to overcrowded schools and areas where
there are no school facilities of an
adequate standard. One should
remind education authorities that
such situations require the same
amount of investment and time and
should not be neglected in this new,
targeted attack on infrastructure
backlogs.”
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Matric maths? Don’t panic
Pandor quells
concerns as the
exams draw near,
writes Thabo
Mohlala

E

ducation Minister Naledi
Pandor tried this week to
calm the nerves of parents, teachers and learners
about the new matric exam
to be written in two months’ time.
Standard-grade exam papers will
not be written this year. For the first
time, all learners will write the same
matric papers.
The sharpest concerns about the
new National Senior Certificate
regard mathematics, with some
insisting that “pure mathematics”,
as currently offered, is inaccessible to
most learners, while “mathematical
literacy” is an unacceptably watereddown version of the subject.
On page two we report that a
group called Concerned Mathematics Educators had called for the
scrapping of the current mathematics curriculum until there is a sufficient pool of trained maths teachers in the country.
The group predicted a sharp
drop in the matric pass rate this
year because most learners are not
equipped to write the maths exam
in its new format.
Pandor insisted her department
has its ducks in a row and has put

The new maths
exam draws
closer. Photograph:
Oupa Nkosi

in place measures to help about
600 000 grade 12 learners who will
sit the exam this year.
She said: “This is not an easy exam.
If you don’t work hard, you’ll find
it difficult. If you’ve been working
diligently you should be able to do
well.” She also appealed to learners
not to view maths as a “bogeyman”.

Pandor said she had noted the
concerns of maths teachers and
would monitor the system closely
and review it if necessary.
The education department has
measures ready to help learners prepare, as follows:
• Example papers will be released
in September to give learners guid-

News for
children
Nosimilo Ndlovu

D

uncan Guy is passionate
about the importance of
knowledge and believes we
can use news to teach and encourage everyone, young and old, to
read and have an interest in current
affairs — promoting general knowledge. In 2006 he started a newspaper aimed at young readers administered by the South African Press
Association (Sapa).
“Three years ago when I was
moving foreign copy during the
Sapa graveyard shift I thought I
should tell my child about these
stories. It occurred to me that there
must be educational value in news
and that if I rewrote it appropriately, it could be useful for my son,”
he said.
His son’s school, St James
Preparatory School in Belgravia,
Johannesburg, started to use the
stories. Other schools followed and
it developed with teacher feedback.
The paper is now available around
the country.
Guy puts out a newspaper
aimed at primary school learners and other readers. The newspaper comes out twice a week

— on Tuesdays and Thursdays. It
is distributed to schools, municipal
libraries and media centres. The
paper carries news stories rewritten in a way that is easy to read.
The aim is to encourage reading,
promote general knowledge and
increase interest in current affairs
among youngsters.
“I want to promote stories about
the world,” said Guy. “The newspaper is written first in English as
The Times I Am Living In and is
partly translated into Afrikaans as
Die Tyd Waarin Ek Leef and into isiZulu as Ezikhathi Engiphila kuzo.”
Io teach and reach a large
number of readers, Guy encourages
schools and individual subscribers
to make copies and distribute it to
people who might not have access
to email.
“People hand it to their employe e s . At a f ac t or y i n P i n e t ow n
in KwaZulu-Natal the factory
workers get it and take it home for
their children and read it for themselves too.”
Stories are written first as if they
were bedtime stories, followed by
two quiz questions. The “adult”
wire copy then follows. Readers can
look into the wire copy in search of

ance on the standard in the exams.
These papers were set after assessment by Cambridge International
Examinations and the Scottish Qualifications Authority in the United
Kingdom and the Board of Studies
New South Wales in Australia.
• All learners will receive two
books of exam practice papers in the
next two months.
• Study guides containing examination and assessment examples
will be made available to be used by
Saturday and spring schools and for
revision purposes.
• A privately funded book of
example maths and maths literacy
papers will be provided to grade 10,
11 and 12 learners.
• A 48-page book, Study Mate,
will be distributed to schools this
month and in mid-September.
• There will be regular televised
lessons in the 10 major matric subjects in collaboration with the SABC,
supplemented by radio broadcasts.
• Through the national strategy
for learner attainment, special support will be given to schools which
have fallen below the 60% senior
certificate pass rate.
Meanwhile, education spokesperson Lunga Ngqengelele denied
reports that grade nine learners
would receive a general education
certificate if they choose to leave
school at the end of the year.
Ngqengelele said the department
wants learners to stay in the system
until they enter tertiary education.

the answers to the questions without necessarily understanding the
wire copy. However, for those who
want to understand the wire copy,
difficult words are highlighted and
explained in their context in a glossary. Once Guy has done this he
sends the draft to the schools where
the children use their understanding of the news to illustrate the news
through drawings that are used with
the story. Each issue is illustrated by
a different school.
News is sensitively selected.
Important world news events are
covered subtly at times based on the
issue. Some interesting wire stories
about the war in Iraq or violence
in Kenya may be too horrific, so a
story about Kenya may be covered
indirectly — for example in a sports
story about the Ugandan canoeing
team not going next door for an
Olympic qualifying event because
of the turmoil.
“Children do not have the emotional capacity to handle some of
the horrific news,” said Guy, adding
that he tries to keep a filter on these
issues. “I remember back when I
was a child and that helps me with
finding an angle for the story that
children can understand,” he said.
Each issue carries a story on
world news, African news, environmental news, business news, sports
news and a “Today in History” page.
Subscription is free of charge and
there are more than 1 500 subscribers across the three titles. About
half of these are schools; the other
half are parents. At the average
school, 250 pairs of young eyes are
exposed to it.

Duncan Guy put out a newspaper aimed at primary school learners
and other readers. Photograph: Lisa Skinner

Schools keen to receive the paper can
email education@sapa.org.za.
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Olympic Games

Nurturing
future
champions
Ryan Hoffmann speaks to the experts
about nurturing sports talent early
This is obviously not an exact science, so the first step would be to
get some sort of testing procedure
to gauge the physical potential of
the talented youngsters. The testing and evaluation criteria will differ according to the various sporting
disciplines. For instance, gymnastics coaches will start searching for
promising athletes at a younger age
than would be the case with team
sports such as cricket. The qualities
they look for also vary.
Research has also found that talent identification in team sports
is harder than in individual disciplines. This can be a result of a
number of factors, including the
ability of the team to act as a unit
and the coaching methods used.
Skills such as speed, balance,
focus, agility and power are funda-

Synchronised divers practise during a training session at the National Aquatics Centre ahead of the Beijing
2008 Olympic Games. Photograph by Getty Images

at too young an age could be detrimental to the physical development of athletes. “Ideally we look
to start testing and identifying talent at about 12 or 13, depending
on the sporting discipline involved,”
Morphological
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nearly impossible to predict how
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T

he growing prominence
attached to professional
sport has seen coaches
and athletes searching
for ways to keep ahead
of the pack.
Advances in sports medicine and
training techniques mean gifted
athletes are nurtured earlier and
this has led to the proliferation of
talent-identification initiatives.
But what exactly is talent identification? Talent identification is
defined as the process by which children are encouraged to participate
in the sport in which they are most
likely to succeed.
This can either be children who
are currently not involved in a certain sport, or recognising participants with the potential to become
elite athletes.

mental to all sporting codes, but the
specific requirements will be different for each discipline.
While there are varied criteria for
admission to these development
programmes, one thing that most
experts agree on is that the intensive
training programmes should not be
started too early.
Dr Yogo Coopoo of the Centre
for Exercise Science and Sports
Medicine at Wits University warns
that starting intensive training
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Useful contacts
l TuksSport HPC Academy: 012 362 9800
l Wits Centre for Exercise Science and Sports Medicine: 011 717 3372
l Department of sport science: University of KwaZulu-Natal: 031 260 4218
l Sports Science Institute: Cape Town: 021 659 5640
l North West Institute of Sport: 018 299 2429
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Stage lights turn
on for deaf learners
Theatre provides a constructive outlet, writes Patrick Burnett

I

t’s the first lesson on
a Tuesday morning in
the school hall of the
Dominican School for
Deaf Children in Wynberg, Cape Town, and the sound
of feet stomping on wood,
hands clapping and occasional
laughter fills the air as 14 learners are put through the paces of
a theatre class.
But apart from the physical
noises caused by the exercises,
the class is different because it
is conducted in silence, with the
instructors using sign language
to communicate with the learners, nearly all of whom wear
hearing aids.
Learners at the school have
been taking to the stage since
2002 thanks to the efforts of From
the Hip: Khulumakahle (FTH:K),
a Cape Town-based company that
aims to “revolutionise the South
African theatre industry through
the development of deaf and
hearing performer-creators”.
Although the lessons began as
an extra-mural activity, learners
at the school are now exposed
to theatre classes during school
hours, are assessed and take part
in regular performances.
As far as the company can
establish, the programme is the
only school-based initiative in
South Africa that has resulted in
a theatre training programme for
deaf learners being integrated
into a school curriculum. The
programme also offers potential
future employment opportunities
to learners.
The possibilities of this
approach have been demonstrated by FTH:K in the acclaimed
theatre production, Gumbo,
which since it first premiered in
2006 has been seen by audiences
around South Africa and was performed in Germany.
Billed as South Africa’s first fulllength deaf- and hearing-integrated show, it tackles themes of
acceptance and rejection. Written
by Rob Murray and Floss Adams,
it tells the story of a deaf boy who
finds love and learns to stand up
for himself.
But if Gumbo demonstrated
what is possible, the reality is
that many deaf children don’t
get the opportunity available to
those at the Dominican School
for Deaf Children. Kirsty Mclons,
co-founder of Sign Language
Education and Development
(Sled), a deaf non-profit organisation, said although statistics
were not clear, it was about there
were 500 000 deaf learners in
South Africa and 43 schools for
the deaf.
She said most deaf children
were born into hearing families
and the families did not often
learn sign language. Often these
children were not exposed to
hearing aids or speech therapy
and therefore started learning a
language — sign language — only
when they entered the school sys-
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Fundamentals
right
OBE for FET
Life Orientation

Masks are used to teach deaf learners about the importance of facial expressions and body
language to convey meaning at the Dominican School for Deaf Children in Wynberg, Cape
Town. Photograph: Patrick Burnett
tem at age five or six.
But the biggest problem was
that most of the teachers were not
skilled in sign language so, while
the Schools Act states that the
language of learning in schools
for the deaf should be sign language, this was often not practically possible.
It is in this context that FTH:
K operates. The schools programme of FTH:K takes place
at the Dominican School and at
Noluthando School for the Deaf
in Khayelitsha.
Beyond this the company
sources talented learners and
offers general education and
training or prepares them for
entrance into other further education and training colleges. Talented learners can be selected
to join the company, which also
develops professional performances that show at theatre venues
and are taken to communities
that might otherwise not have
access to theatre.
For learners such as Tomri
Steyn (18) the classes are a revelation. “Before I was performing it
was an entirely different world.
Before I did not have access to
that world [of theatre], but now
it seems anything is possible. It’s
like standing on a mountain and
you can see everything before
you.”
Steyn, who has been doing the
classes for the past two years, says
the lessons give him a skill which
he can pass on to others. More
than that, it means that although
people might battle to understand
him in daily life, in performances
they can grasp what he means.
FTH:K chairperson Tanya
Surtees, known as an educator
and director, said the work was

driven by the understanding that
theatre could be equally accessible to deaf and hearing people.
“We want to start sharing these
two worlds, smashing together
these vastly different cultures,”
she said.
Surtees said the biggest difference in teaching theatre to deaf
children was the high levels of
illiteracy in the deaf community,
which made using scripts or programme notes difficult.
As a result, masks were used as
a tool to learn about the importance of body language. Putting
learners in experience-based situations enabled them to watch and
discuss what they had seen afterwards as a way of learning.
She said there was often a lot
of anger among deaf children
and generally they struggled to
express their opinions, but thea-

tre was a way of drawing children out and helping them grow
their confidence. “It helps them
understand how they fit into
society and where they stand,”
she said.
Much work remains to be done.
Gumbo has led to the employment of 10 deaf and hearing people and played to nearly 10 000
people in 89 performances. But
while that is important to “plant
the seed”, Surtees said it was not
enough to lead to change.
“What we need to do is keep
coming back for them to be able
to see this is actually possible,”
she said. — West Cape News
To coincide with Deaf Awareness
Week, September 1 to 7, Gumbo
will be restaged at the Baxter Theatre in Cape Town from August
25 to September 13
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A tireless
campaigner
Roslyn Nairan-Mohan

A

Durban-based teacher
has been named the
winner of the education
category in this year’s
Shoprite Checkers/
SABC2 Woman of the Year Award.
Roslyn Nairan-Mohan, a teacher at
the New West Secondary School in
Durban, was honoured for her work
in the Newlands West community.
Nairan-Mohan said a pupil in her
class who attempted suicide encouraged her to bring hope to her community through various projects. She
tackled the fight against HIV/Aids by
obtaining a qualification in HIV/Aids
care and counselling and now provides
counselling to her pupils and people
in her community. She also writes an
HIV/Aids education column in the
community newspaper The Rising Sun.
She broadened this with an HIV/
Aids campaign at school in which
the pupils of her school and those of
another 30 schools in the area, community stakeholders, health professionals and educators got together for

an educational week that concluded
with a visit to the Siyaphila McCords
Centre and the Dream Centre, which
are homes for HIV-infected people.
Here, the pupils came face to face
with the realities of HIV/Aids.
Narain-Mohan also promotes cultural harmony in the community.
Under the banner of the Phoenix
Inanda Coalition, she has helped to
unite the black community of Inanda
and the Indian community of Phoenix
through sports and cultural activities.
How old are you?
Thirty-six.
How do you earn your living?
I am an educator.
Where did you grow up?
I grew up in Newlands West, Durban, KwaZulu-Natal.
Which schools and university did
you attend?
Briardale Primary School, New West
Secondary School, University of
KwaZulu-Natal and Unisa.
Did you have a favourite teacher?
Yes, Mr Marcus Bhawanideen and

ensuring that he/she is the “captain of
the ship”. A good teacher will always
emphasise a pupil’s strengths instead
of constantly pointing out his/her
weaknesses and will use a more positive approach to ensure that the pupil
improves in weaker areas.

Not just a great teacher, but a community champ too: Roslyn Nairan-Mohan
Mr Inderesan Joeseph.
How did they influence you?
They believed in me, inspired and
motivated me to accomplish my
dreams. These educators were very
supportive, always had positive things
to say and this helped build my self–
esteem and helped me grow up as a
responsible, caring and compassionate
human being with respect and dignity
for myself and the people around me.
Do you still have contact with them?
Yes. When I completed my tertiary
education, I returned to the school
that I attended as a pupil (New West
Secondary) and I have been teaching
here for the past 13 years. I have had
the absolute pleasure and honour of
teaching alongside those amazing
human beings who taught me.
What were your favourite
subjects and why?
English and Afrikaans. I had excel-

lent teachers. The present principal of
New West Secondary was my English
teacher and he made the lessons very
interesting and the fact that he was
prepared, made me want to learn. I
enjoyed Afrikaans because I was taught
not just by an excellent teacher in that
field, but by a teacher who truly cared
about my development in the subject.
He encouraged me to participate in
Afrikaans debates, speech contests,
acting in school concerts and I had
fun while I was learning. Also, my Afrikaans teacher, Mr Bhawanideen, was a
very caring and understanding teacher
and this made me really passionate
about the subject he taught me.
From your point of view, what are
the qualities of a good teacher?
A teacher needs to treat each pupil as
a human being, with respect and dignity. This will create a comfortable and
conducive environment for teaching
and learning. A good teacher is always
caring and supportive while always

What are the things a teacher
should never do or say?
Never insult a pupil and make him/her
feel unworthy. Never tell a pupil he/
she is stupid or has produced terrible
results. Never make racist statements
or shout at a pupil if he/she has given
the incorrect response to a question
as this will embarrass the pupil. Never
discuss one pupil with another pupil.
What message do you have for
teachers in South Africa?
It has become imperative that we
as educators adopt a more positive
approach to teaching and learning.
South African pupils are plagued by
many social injustices such as HIV/
Aids, poverty, crime and abuse and
this hinders their ability to learn. All
of the social injustices create barriers
to the process of teaching and learning. We must adopt a more holistic
approach to teaching. I believe that
imparting academic knowledge to our
pupils is important, but I also believe
that it is important for teachers to
instil in their pupils good, sound,
moral, social and spiritual values that
will help them develop into responsible adults and compassionate leaders
of our rainbow nation. There is potential in every pupil. You just need to
find the most positive approach to tap
into that potential.
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Providing adult education
‘a dream come true’
The directorate responsible for Abet in the
Western Cape education department really
worked hard to reach its goal of sustaining
adult literacy in our province.
Its commitment encourages me and also
gives meaning to our slogan: “It’s never too
late to learn.”
I experienced many highlights during the
10 years of being involved in the adult literacy field. I remember one of our oldest
learners at the age of 77 in 1998: we called
her “Ouma Fortuin”. She could not read
and write when she joined us, but within a
year she was able to write the exams under
the Independent Examination Board and
passed with a merit.
Unfortunately she passed away not long
after she achieved the skill of reading and
writing. Her goal and major motivation to
join us was so that she could read one of her
favourite books, the Bible.
How can I forget Hendriena Adams who
registered as a level-three learner and
proceeded to obtain her matric certificate
at our centre? She was one of our many
committed learners, because she joined
the learning centre to motivate her illiterate mother, Aunty Maria, to learn to read
and write.
I can write many success stories of the
thousands of learners who went through
the system at our learning centre.

Lilian van Louw

T

he national policy of adult education and training was introduced
in 1996. The key objective of the
policy is to create opportunities
for the nation — adults in particular — to study. The majority of adults in
the country cannot read and write and this
policy created an opportunity for them to
acquire these basic skills.
As an educator who is passionate at that,
I decided there and then to start adult
basic education and training (Abet) at the
Piketberg Community Learning Centre,
which is where I am based.
By doing that, I really “opened the doors
of learning” to illiterate and semi-literate
people in the surrounding area. A big
challenge was to convince the elderly not
to be ashamed of being illiterate, so we
decided to embark on a drive to recruit and
encourage them to enrol for adult classes.
For me this was a dream come true
because, through adult literacy, we are able
to empower our people and also help
eradicate levels of illiteracy in our country
as a whole.
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It tickles and gratifies me to go to bed
knowing that we got it right by bringing light into the dark world of our adult
learners who couldn’t read and write before
they joined us.
Parents and grandparents testify
that since they have been to our centre,
they feel empowered and can now help
their children and grandchildren with
their schoolwork.
We render our services to more than 200
adult learners within the general education and training band in Piketberg and the
surrounding farms. Hundreds of learners
went through our FET band and obtained
their matric certificates.
Under the umbrella of the Western Cape
education department we give meaning to
people’s lives. Our centre is well equipped
and our doors are open to the community
— not just for learning, but for support
in general.
I represented our province during the 2007
National Teaching Awards and won in the
adult education category. It really feels good
to be acknowledged for services you render
to the nation, knowing that you will get your
medals one day for the work you have done.
Lilian van Louw is based at Piketberg
Community Learning Centre in the
Western Cape
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At Setumo High School, Yvonne Johnston, known for the creation of Brand SA and the slogan, “South Africa — alive with
possibilities”, was conspicuous by her absence

The triumph of hope
The department of education must ensure that the potential for change is
realised in the 10 Top Class schools, writes Caroline Faulkner

T

he Learning Channel’s Top Class
reality television programme,
on its return visits to the 10
schools that were selected by
the national department of education five weeks later, showed very clearly
the triumph of hope over experience.
Earlier 10 business bosses visited the 10
schools — some of which had serious problems
— and prepared action plans and set priorities
with the schools. They were shown to be “finding the solutions”. Their approaches to the
schools’ problems were practical, rooted in the
“can do” organisational culture in which they
normally operate and presented solutions with
a promise of their support.
So, problem solved?
Well, in the last Top Class article published
in June, it was noted that the absence of some
of the chief executives on these follow-up visits clearly disappointed the principals. The
enthusiasm of the programme presenter,
Salamina Mphelo, did not make up for their
no-show. The responses of the principals to
Mphelo’s probing questions revealed a lack
of communication and follow-through of the
promised support by some of the chief executives during those intervening weeks.
So, without the full support of the business
bosses in most of the schools, what are their
chances now that they have had their hopes
— and their expectations — increased? Have
they been able to start implementing the
action plans, show enterprise and shake off
the dependency mode?
From the way the programme was
structured, the commitment of each chief
executive to support the school
could be measured by the
amount of TV footage showing work behind the scenes
in the weeks between the
first and follow-up visit.

Danny Jordaan, chief
executive of the
2010 Local
Organising
Committee.
Photo: Gallo
Images

Arguably, this extensive footage detracted
from the viewers’ sense of what the school
itself was doing to implement the action plan.
At Qediliswe School in Gauteng, for example, we see much of Danny Jordaan, chief
executive of the 2010 Local Organising
Committee, in background meetings relating to the school. It is possible that this has
more to do with his status regarding the
2010 World Cup than sharing good practice
techniques in advocacy and the marshalling
of support. But, unquestionably, Jordaan,
described by Qediliswe staff as a godsend,
has shown huge commitment to the task.
Meanwhile, the principal, David Tshabalala, has grown in confidence and proved
himself a powerful advocate when tackling the problems of land ownership of the
sports field. This was identified as a key
priority and, what looked to be a faint hope
five weeks ago, has become a strong motivator for action by the whole school.
In the North West Province at Setumo High
School, Yvonne Johnston, known for the creation of Brand SA and the slogan, “South Africa
— alive with possibilities”, is conspicuous by
her absence. As, unfortunately, is the principal. Both women offered apologies but the
viewer may have asked the same questions
as I did: “Could they not have delegated the
tasks that kept them away from this follow-up
visit?” and “What message did this absence
convey to the school regarding priorities?”
Setumo High is an agricultural school
but, bizarrely, there are no agricultural
programmes taking place. The action plan
centred on correcting this and also on creating a school shop
to help raise
funds. Using a
contact provided
by Johnston, the
deputy principal Lucas
Molobatsane showed
himself to be
more than
capable of rising to the enterprise
challenge.

As for the agricultural programmes, the
viewer saw the site visits by NWK, the potential
school “adopters”, working with the enthusiastic Molobatsane. But, to succeed, this has to be
a team effort by the school fully supported by
the principal. Time — 12 months in fact — will
tell if this happens.
Back in Gauteng, at Maraheng School,
Prakesh Desai, chief executive of Avusa Media,
delivered on his promise to provide support
materials for the matric classes. The principal,
Pelokgolo Matekane, had also taken his advice
to keep things simple — particularly in managing a shared site with another school. He had
initiated discussions with the principal of the
other school, talked of shared priorities for
improvement and was also negotiating with
Vaal University of Technology to increase its
assistance with projects and facilities for science. Progress? Slow, but sure — we hope.
And at Umbosowabathetwa School in KwaZulu-Natal, Mark Alcock, managing director
of Minanawe Marketing, and Mphelo can only
speculate on whether the principal, Kenneth
Mthethwa, really has written those letters
to kick-start the action plan for an improved
water source and the other priorities. We see
evidence of the support provided by Alcock,
but little of any tangible action by the school.
So, when Mthethwa says: “You have
increased the potential for hope”, the viewer
can only hope that the potential is realised
in all 10 schools. The department of education must ensure that is.
Next month’s article will focus on the need
for support in effecting change in the 10
schools
Caroline Faulkner lectures on educational
leadership and management at the Wits
School of Education
Top Class is screened every Wednesday on
SABC1 at 11am. This is an initiative of
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National Heart Awareness Month

Know your numbers
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S

eptember is national heart
a w a r e n e s s m on t h a n d t h e
Heart and Stroke Foundation of
South Africa (HSFSA) hopes to
use this opportunity to increase
awareness of cardiovascular disease.
HSFSA has chosen the theme: “Know
Your Numbers” for this year’s heart awareness month. It encourages everyone to have
their cholesterol and blood pressure tested.
High blood pressure (hypertension)
is a major risk factor for heart attack and
stroke. About a quarter of South Africans
over the age of 15 suffer from hypertension.
There are no obvious symptoms of hypertension and the only way to know if you are
a sufferer is to go for a check-up.
High blood cholesterol can lead to a buildup of fatty material in the walls of arteries,
reducing the blood supply to the heart or
brain, increasing your risk of heart attack
and stroke. Blood cholesterol is influenced
by the amount of fat, especially saturated
fat (mainly found in foods of animal origin)
in your diet.
Diabetes increases the risk of heart disease, heart attack or stroke. Diabetics often
have high blood pressure, high cholesterol

Assessment tasks designed according to
the prescribed Programme of Assessment
Seven-point rating scale
Ook beskikbaar in Afrikaans as UGO vir VOO

Waldemar Katzke, aka, Wally had bypass surgery live on television last month to
raise awareness about heart disease. Photograph: The Star
and are overweight, which increases their
risk. The foundation estimates that 119
people are killed by heart disease daily in
South Africa, with heart attacks responsible
for 33 deaths a day.
“By knowing your cholesterol, blood pressure and glucose levels, you have already
limited your chances of becoming another
victim of heart disease.
“Once you know your risks, you will be
able to make the necessary changes to live
a healthy lifestyle,” says Michelle Kearney,
HSFSA communications director.
The HSFSA will run cholesterol, blood
pressure and glucose level testing sessions around the country throughout
the month.

The testing will be conducted free of
charge at major shopping centres.
September 15 to 19 is also national stroke
week and all South Africans are urged to
look out for the early signs of a stroke and
prevent an untimely death.
The signs of stroke include weakness or
numbness, or paralysis of the face, arm or
leg; difficulty speaking or understanding;
dizziness, loss of balance or an unexplained
fall; loss of vision; headache, usually severe
and abrupt onset or an unexplained change
in the pattern of headaches, and difficulty
swallowing.
For more details contact the Heart Mark
Diet Line on 0860 223 222 or log on to
www.heartfoundation.co.za
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Several high schools in
Cape Town are set to
benefit from a project
a i med at s temming
alcohol abuse among
teenagers.
The Industry Association for Responsible
Alcohol Use (ARA) has
teamed up with Bishops (Diocesan College
for boys) to produce a
guide to assist parents
in initiating conversations about alcoholrelated issues with their
children.
Teenagers and Alcohol will be distributed
to participating schools
in the Western Cape.
The province was chosen for the pilot phase
because it has the highest reported level of
binge drinking among
high school learners.
Research by the Medical Research Council
(MRC) conducted in
2002 found 34% of
learners in the Western Cape admitted to
recent binge drinking,
well above the national
level of 23%. “We are
keen to see this booklet
in as many homes as
possible. It is timeous as
a number of incidents
have brought alcohol
abuse into the national
consciousness,” says
Adrian Botha, spokesperson for the ARA.
— theTeacher reporter
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Innovative teacher awards 2008

From technology to trees
Learners offset their carbon footprint by growing indigenous plants
the Teacher reporter

A

government school in
the heart of rural Eastern Cape is showing its
big-city cousins across
the country how to save
energy, reduce carbon emissions
and improve the quality of learning
through the use of technology.
One of the first schools in South
Africa to achieve eco-school status,
the Byletts Combined School in
Cintsa village, near East London, is
at the centre of a rural computing
initiative, which has seen it undertake a number of projects related to
energy consumption and environmental education.
By calculating the energy consumption of information and communication technology (ICT) in the school
and the impact these have on the
environment, Byletts learners have
planted enough indigenous trees to
make the school lab totally carbonneutral, while still accessing the modern technologies that will equip these
rural learners with the skills to cope
in the modern world of business.
In 2006 the Wildlife and Environmental Society of South Africa

Graphic: JOHN McCANN

launched the Eskom Energy and
Sustainability programme at Byletts.
The programme was a resounding
success on many levels, says Phillip
Wilkinson from Wildlife and Environmental Society of South Africa.
Yolanda Peters, ICT facilitator at

Byletts, said the project not only
encouraged cross-curricular teaching, but it engaged teachers from different learning areas and addressed
the issues of carbon emissions and
climate change.
“It also provided the impetus to

integrate the school’s Dell Foundation and Microsoft-sponsored computer laboratory across learning
areas, including natural sciences
and mathematics. This ‘real-world’
learning has been extremely valuable,” said Peters.
The project kicked off by having
learners audit the amount of electricity used by the school over a typical
week and using this information to
calculate the environmental impact
of their ICT programmes and the
additional costs to the school.
They could then forecast how
much electricity the computer lab
was using over the course of a typical year. Based on these figures,
learners were able to calculate the
amount of carbon emissions the
school lab was responsible for, what
impact the lab had on the electricity bill and how much carbon they
would need to mitigate.
To bring the learning programme
into technology lessons, a “carbon
calculator” audit programme was
developed that allowed learners to
input their audit findings directly
into their computers. This tool was
then used to make all relevant calculations and projections.

Having worked out their carbon
emission levels, the learners then
planted enough indigenous trees on
the school grounds to “soak up” the
carbon produced in the course of a
typical school year.
Byletts plans to contribute further
to the development of employability
skills by deploying Microsoft’s Digital Literacy Curriculum, and has
plans to offer the MS IT Academy
programme.
“As we become an increasingly connected society, integrating technology
into education is a crucial component
of the future for rural communities
and their economies,” said Microsoft
South Africa’s Reza Bardien. “Many
more affluent schools can learn from
the way that Byletts uses technology
to enable its learners to participate
and compete in today’s growing digital economy in an environmentally
responsible way.”
The winners of this year’s Innovative
Teacher Awards will be announced
on August 21. The winners will attend
the Worldwide Innovative Teacher
Awards in Bangkok,
Thailand, in October 2008. For more
information visit www.schools.za/itf

FARM063.pdf 7/22/2008 10:37:14 AM
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Labour

Principal duties

Be the best
with our updated
Grade 10s

An amendment to the law has redefined principals’ responsibilities

the Teacher reporter

T

Matches January 2008 LPGs and SAGs

In brief
Free software for government schools
South Africa’s estimated
26 000 government schools
will receive free software
worth about R750-million.
More than 11-million
learners will benefit from
the partnership between
Microsoft and the national
department of education.
This is an extension of
an earlier software agreement that was signed
in 2002.
Each of the schools that
participates in the programme will receive free
licences for a range of software, including Microsoft
Office 2007, Vista Business, Visual Studio Pro,
Visio Pro, Exchange Server,
SQL Server and Microsoft Encarta multimedia
encyclopaedia.
The software donation
programme will be supplemented by the company’s
ongoing programmes for
innovative schools, teachers and learners.
Technology to drive
literacy
Six interactive whiteboards
have been installed in pilot
schools across South Africa
as part of an innovative
project to improve literacy.
Five of the boards were
donated to schools by Absa
Bank as part of the teach
handwriting reading and
spelling skills (Thrass) initiative and Absa’s TalkTogether Project. The boards
were jointly sponsored
by Thrass, Smart Technologies and its Southern
Africa distributor, Edge
Interactive.
Smart machine to teach
English
Smart Technologies has

New content according to latest
requirements
Assessment tasks designed according to
the prescribed Programme of Assessment
Seven-point rating scale
Ook beskikbaar in Afrikaans as UGO vir VOO

Principals now have more to do
available resources;
● The requirement that principals of schools identified as
“underperforming” in terms of
section 58B of the Act, at the
beginning of each year prepare
a plan that sets out how the
academic performance of the
school will be improved;
● The requirement that

teamed up with teach
handwriting reading and
spelling skills (Thrass)
United Kingdom to bring
the latest educational
technology to learners
whose home language is
not English. The Thrass
phoneme machine is a
groundbreaking computer program that uses the
international phonetic
alphabetic and moving
human lips to demonstrate the pronunciation
of sounds and hundreds
of frequently used English
words.
Chief operating officer of
Absa new business cluster
Nicholas Young says the
donation is in keeping with
the approach to establish
pilot sites as model centres for the TalkTogether
Project. These schools are
spread across the country
and are close to universities that have foundationphase teaching as part
of their teacher training
programmes.
The project aims to
revolutionise the teaching
and learning of English in
South Africa through partnerships between primary
schools, universities and
other organisations.
Smart machine to teach
English
Four Gauteng schools
received lapdesks recently
in an effort to improve
learning conditions.
Sazakhela Primary principal Virginia Maphosa
says the desks couldn’t
have come at a better time.
The desks become the
learners’ property and
they take them home to
do their homework. Since
2004 almost one million
needy schoolchildren in
South Africa — and the
rest of Africa — have benefited from the ergonomically designed platforms.

the principal performs certain duties, including professional management of the
school, attending and participating in meetings of the
school governing body (SGB),
assisting the SGB in the performance of its functions
and providing the SGB with
a report on the professional

management of the school.
The Act amends a number of
pieces of education legislation,
including the National Education Policy Act, the South African Schools Act, the South African Council of Educators Act
and the General and Further
Education and Training Quality
Assurance Act.
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Five-star Services
textbooks
OBE for FET Consumer
Studies
Equips learners with
the knowledge
to become
responsible
consumers
who are aware
of their rights
OBE for FET Hospitality
Studies
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• Takes learners
behind the
scenes of the South
African hospitality
and tourism
industry
• The ticket to
employment in
this industry
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OBE for FET Tourism
• Concentrates
on practical
and real
applications
of content
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By
popular
demand
now
also for
Grade 10
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he Education Law
Amendment Act
(Act 31 of 2007),
which was signed
into law at the end
of last year, has implications for
the principals of public schools.
The amendment prescribes
new functions and duties for
principals of public schools,
including:
● The stipulation that the
principal represents the head
of the department (HoD) in the
governing body when acting in
his or her capacity as principal;
● The requirement that
the principal prepares and
submits to the HoD an annual
report in respect of the academic performance of the
school and the effective use of

)UTZGIZ*KZGORY  
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Learner’s
and Teacher’s
Portfolio and
Programme of
Assessment
workbooks
solve the
challenge of
assessment
and recording
evidence of
learner
performance.

Our nation’s education is our commitment
www.nasou-viaafrika.com
FARM063
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Science

Putting science in the spotlight
Schools and learners
are encouraged
to visit a leading
science expo

RWTH Robocup
Player
Don’t miss the presentation by the
Graz Institute of Technology in
Germany in partnership with the
University of Cape Town. The presentation will introduce the Rheinisch-Wesfälische Technische Hochschule (RWTH) humanoid robots.
Their Zadeat BafanaBots that participated in the 2008 RoboCup robotic
soccer world championships will
showcase their skills at the Insite
German Pavilion.

the Teacher reporter

S

ome of the world’s
leading innovators and
scientists will gather
at the Sandton Convention Centre in
Johannesburg from September 15
to 17 for the International Science,
Innovation and Technology exhibition (Insite) .
The expo, hosted by the department of science and technology
(DST), has attracted participation
from around the globe and the
theme for this year’s event will be
the role of science, technology and
innovation as key drivers of economic growth and development.
Complimentary tickets have been
inserted into the Teacher to encourage educators and schools to pay a
visit to the expo.
When you visit Insite, be sure not
to miss the following attractions
aimed at schools:

Tertiary education
institutions
City & Guilds, a global leader in skills

The mc² coffee shop
The coffee shop offers a creative
and innovative response to the challenges facing mathematics education in South Africa through music.

Scifest Africa
SciFest Africa will present
interactive demonstrations that show
the science behind everyday things
that are taken for granted. Household
products such as bicarbonate of soda,
vinegar, Coke bottles and water will
be used in these demonstrations.

The RWTH
Robocup Player
will be on display
at Insite

development, will profile its internationally recognised vocational qualifications at the event, while the University of South Africa will provide

information on its courses.
There will be presentations by several German higher education and
research institutions.

For more information on Insite contact Kristin Klose, director for communication, department of science
and technology on 012 843 6785 or
email kristin.klose@dst.gov.za or log
onto www.insitex.co.za

Distance Education Programmes
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
Ours is the only University with the unique Open
Learning System that lets you structure your
studies to suit your personal circumstances.
So you decide when you are ready to write
exams.
As a student you will receive excellent support.
We are constantly in touch through sms, phone

The University of Pretoria
offers three distance education
programmes to teachers who
want to advance their careers:

and fax. We have annual contact sessions at
various centres throughout the country and have
more than 100 examination centres nationally.
There are no hidden costs in our fee structure.
Your programme fees cover learning materials,
textbooks, examination fees, stationery etc.
We also disburse student loans repayable in
very easy installments.
The University of Pretoria is a world-class
institution whose staff and students are often
honoured for their academic achievements.
Join this Faculty and you join the leaders in
education.



• ACE: Education Management
• ACE: Special Needs Education

All educators who would like to find out more about the University’s distance
programmes are invited to return this coupon to: PO Box 22041, Helderkruin,

• BEd (Hons) Education
Management, Law and Policy

Roodepoort, 1733 or fax it to (011) 768-1248.

For further enquiries, you are

We offer:

Title: ................ Initials: .................... Surname ........................................................

welcome to contact Andries Pelser at tel: (011) 760-3608 or cell: 073 232 3173
e-mail: edutel_upta@iafrica.com *www.edutel.co.za

Postal address: ...........................................................................................................

• Excellent student support

......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
Tel no: (work): ................................ (home) ...............................................................
(cell) .............................................................................................................................
Programme in which you are interested in receiving further information:

• Exam centres and contact
sessions throughout South
Africa

www.up.ac.za

......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................

The Teacher

• Fees covering all learning
material – no hidden costs

PHONE (011) 760 3608 or 073 232 3173

Leading Minds
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HIV/Aids

A condom for Mr Hyde?
Joan Dommisse
tells you how you
can protect yourself
against yourself

M

any teens say they use
condoms “sometimes”
but not “always”,
according to a national
survey on the sexual
behaviour of young people. Why make
use of condoms at all if you are going
to use them only “sometimes”? It’s like
playing Russian roulette — the chances
of HIV infection and unwanted pregnancies are sky-high.
It is easy to jump to the conclusion that teenagers are
just irresponsible.
A group of 20
grade 11 learners
who attended my
HIV workshop at
Florida Park High
School recently were
equally stymied.
One person who
does not jump to conclusions is Dan Ariely,

author of the book Predictably Irrational — the hidden forces that shape
our decisions. A social scientist, Ariely would say that there must be a
reason why teenagers do not make
consistent use of condoms.
The workshop at Florida Park
High School was designed to clarify
Ariely’s ideas. It was obvious that the
learners were less likely to engage in
unsafe sex armed with new insights
concerning their own make-up.
Ariely points out that we have two
sides to our personalities. He refers
to Robert Louis Stevenson’s famous
classic, Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, to
illustrate the point. The true gentleman, Dr Jekyll, and the uncontrolled
criminal, Mr Hyde, turn out to be one
and the same person. He proves that
when we are emotionally aroused
the reptilian brain takes over and we
find ourselves saying “yes please” to
sex instead of “no thanks”. He has a

whole litany of phrases to describe
that condition: emotions on the boil;
impassioned state; someone else has
taken over your body; half out of your
mind; hormones raging at fever pitch;
and sexually aroused. He points out
that in the throes of passion we have
very little control over our behaviour.
“If we want to help teenagers
avoid sex, sexually transmitted diseases and unwanted pregnancies,”
says Ariely, “we have two strategies:
either we can teach them how to say
no before any temptation takes hold
or before a situation becomes impossible to resist, or we can prepare
them to deal with the consequences
of saying yes in the heat of passion —
by carrying a condom, for example.”
At the workshop, we ran through
the nature of Ariely’s experiment
and the answers it provided.
In Ariely’s own experiment, volunteers answered questions in a “cold
state”, later they were
asked to answer
the same
q u e s tions
i n
a n

Ariely’s sex experiment
Twenty-five male students from
Berkley University in the United
States participated in a study on
teenage sexuality. The questions
put to them were divided into
three categories. These are a few
examples from each category
1. Sexual preferences
• Are women’s shoes erotic?
• Could you enjoy having sex
with someone you hated?
• Does the smell of cigarette
smoke arouse you?
2. The likelihood of engaging
in immoral behaviour
• Would you tell a woman that
you loved her to increase the
chances of having sex?
• Would you keep trying to have

aroused state. To achieve this each
volunteer was required to view a set
of erotic pictures and masturbate.
They entered their responses on a
specially adapted computer.
The results shocked the experiment’s participants. Their desire
to engage in a variety of odd sexual
activities was nearly twice as high
when they were aroused. They
were also twice as likely to engage
in immoral activities in an aroused
state. They were 25% more likely to
practise unsafe sex when aroused
— even though condom use had been
preached to them over the years.
The Florida learners revealed that
Ariely’s scientific experiment had
made a big impact on them. None of
them had realised before that they
could be their own worst enemies.
Like the volunteers, they had no conception of how different reactions
can be once you are aroused. All your

sex after your date says “no”?
• Would you slip a woman a
drug to increase the chance that
she would have sex with you?
3. The likelihood of engaging
in behaviour related to
unsafe sex
• Is birth control the woman’s
responsibility?
• Does a condom interfere with
sexual spontaneity?
• Would you always use a
condom if you didn’t know the
sexual history of a new sexual
partner?
• Would you use a condom even
if you were afraid that a woman
might change her mind while
you went to get it?

resolutions and promises fly out of
the window. You become, in fact,
someone else.
We now had the answer to the
mystery of why sexually active teenagers use condoms “sometimes”.
In the light of this breakthrough,
adults will have to revise what
we tell teenagers about protecting themselves against HIV and
unwanted pregnancies.
Joan Dommisse is an educator in
the field of HIV. She can be contacted
on jdommisse@iburst.co.za. Watch
Joan Dommisse on Wednesdays on
Learning Channel’s Teacher Time on
SABC1 at 11:30. In partnership with
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GEMS is South Africa's fastest
growing Medical Scheme!
More than 250 000 public service employees have joined GEMS
and everyday more than 500 employees join.
GEMS caters to all public service employees!
• One in every five public service employees are GEMS members
• In some provinces over 36% of public service employees belong to GEMS
• 53% of GEMS members are enjoying the employer medical scheme subsidy for the first time

We're never too busy to talk to you!
• Each day we handle over 7 000 calls,
500 emails and 1000 walk-in visitors
and we are waiting to hear from you

What can GEMS offer me?
• Excellent healthcare benefits tailormade for public service employees
• Peace of mind knowing that GEMS
is supported by Government
• High standards of corporate
governance and management
• Friendly, efficient and accessible
member services
• Prompt and efficient claim payments
• Disease management programmes
to manage ongoing illness
• Emergency medical service
throughout South Africa
• Absolute confidentiality

Want to join GEMS?
• Call us on 0860 00 4367
• SMS your PERSAL/PERSOL
number to 083 450 4367
• SMS 'please call me' to
083 450 4367
• Email us at
join@gems.gov.za
• Send a fax to 0861 00 4367
• Visit our website at
www.gems.gov.za

Why wait any longer
to become a member
of GEMS?
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Foundations for learning

Reading for pleasure
There is a wealth
of enjoyment to
be found in books,
writes Jenny
Rault-Smith

T

here is undoubtedly a
need for learners to learn
to read to be able to read
to learn. As teachers, we
can teach our learners the
skills of reading, but they only become
good readers when they want to read.
The way to solve this dilemma lies in
giving learners the opportunity to read
for enjoyment.
Research shows that the key to literacy learning and the development of a
culture of reading lies in the practice
of voluntary reading. Improved levels
of literacy and a general improvement
in language competency are but some
of the advantages of reading for enjoyment. Children love stories. It is more
often we, the teachers, who do not
appreciate the educational benefits
of story-telling and of reading simply
for pleasure.
The Foundations for Learning campaign of Minister of Education Naledi Pandor suggests that every school
should set aside time for reading every
day. This is a time when a teacher can
slow down the pace in a classroom,
when she can spend some quality time

Su

c
s
b

The learners of Khanyisa School in Giyani, Limpopo, read regularly. Photograph: Oupa Nkosi
with learners who need help with their
reading, or even spend a few minutes
setting an excellent example by reading a few pages from her own book.
How does a teacher create the space
for her class to enjoy half-an-hour of
reading for enjoyment? It is actually
very easy if you have the right ingredients. You need a collection of books
from which the children can choose.

e
b
ri

Some teachers have classroom libraries sent to the school by the department of education, others have benefited from donations, or books have
been bought by the school. A teacher
may select some books from the school
library, ask the community library
to give a block loan or ask the local
supermarket or radio station to call
for donations of books suitable for the

children in the class. Donated books
are not always suitable, so the teacher
would have to pick out only the suitable ones.
Teachers need to choose books that
focus on familiar experiences and
those that extend the child’s knowledge and vocabulary. They must
ensure that the collection is inclusive
of gender, abilities/disabilities, cul-

to the Teacher for only
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receive 50% discount on a
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tural and income diversity and that it
is representative of the diversity of the
larger community and of society generally. Not only will the library need different levels of readers, it will also need
a range of different topics to entice the
children to read the books. Emerging
literacy learners enjoy simple themes
and familiar concepts, repetitive patterns or cumulative patterns, rhythmic
language, a simple storyline and predictable elements with a good match
between the text and illustrations.
Having secured a small supply of
books, the next step is to give learners some guidance about choosing a
book so that they take responsibility
for making their own selection. They
shouldn’t end up with a book that
doesn’t interest them or is too difficult.
Teachers should read the books
themselves and put coloured stickers in the front cover so that a learner
will know whether the book is easy to
read (for a learner in that grade) or
difficult — but they shouldn’t restrict
weaker readers to easy books, or vice
versa. The children will soon realise
that it is more fun to read a book at
their reading level. Teachers may also
write a note in pencil indicating what
the book is about, such as soccer, an
adventure, dancing and so on. This
will help learners to make their own,
good, selections.
Thirty minutes a day should be used
for reading and children should be
allowed to take books home to finish
the story or to read to their parents or
grandparents.
Enjoying a book goes hand-in-hand
with sharing the book. Children must
be encouraged to talk about the books
that they have read. Once a week or so,
learners should be allowed to share
the stories that they have read during
reading time. Talking gives the learner
a chance to go over the story again and
to get a better, deeper understanding
of the text. Children become involved
with the characters and relate to them
— an important and fun part of reading. Best of all, they can share funny
parts of the story, which often become
even funnier to children in the telling.
Learners should be given guidance
about talking about a book, rather
than simply re-telling the story. Some
guidelines are to:
● Find the best/worst character and
explain why this is so;
● Identify the puzzling parts of the
story;
● Let them ask their own questions
about the story;
● Find the best/worst part of the
story and explain why;
● Present favourite quotes and
reveal why each was chosen;
● Present two quotes — one that
stood out and one that genuinely puzzled the child; and
● Note something appealing about
their favourite character in the story.
Giving children more control and
ownership of the reading process
will make them want to read more
and there will be more enjoyment in
reading.
If we can achieve that, educating the
child will become a pleasure.
Jenny Rault-Smith is the national
department of education’s chief director of curriculum and assessment for
the general education and training
phase. This article is in support of the
department’s Foundations for Learning Campaign, aimed at boosting
learners’ literacy and numeracy skills.
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Schools

Partnering
for quality
Schools that partner
with others reap
rewards, writes
Richard Hayward

‘I

t takes a whole village to raise a child,”
is a delightful African
proverb. The family
needs the support of
others in the village to help raise
a happy, healthy child. A school is
similar. By itself a school cannot
successfully educate the child. It
needs the support of people outside

the school if it wishes to provide
excellent, quality education.
A school that partners with others
reaps rewards. When, for example,
parents help the school there are
huge benefits. Parents give of their
varied skills … and usually at no cost
to the school. Partnerships bring cost
savings to the school and parents
fund new and better resources such
as buildings as well as teaching and
sport equipment.
TYPES OF PARTNERSHIPS
There are six types of partnerships
found in many quality South African schools:

Tips for teachers
Put on a happy face
Draw two big faces on a large sheet of paper or newspaper — one an unhappy face
and one a happy face

Unhappy

● Former learners
Old schools have an advantage in
this regard. They sometimes have
a mailing list of former learners.
These alumni can be asked to help
the school. Funds can be collected
from them for building projects,
bursaries and scholarships. Former
learners are often willing to help in
extramural activities such as sports
coaching.

Happy

Write your learners’ names on Post–it notes. You can post a learner’s name who
has performed well in the Happy Face
Face.. A learner’s name who has had a discipline
problem — lack of participation, no homework, etc — can be posted in the
Unhappy Face

When a student whose name is in the Unhappy
Face performs well in anything, the learner has
the privilege of moving his name to the Happy
Face — they love doing this

Tips for teachers
brought to you by

Graphic: JOHN McCANN Source: OLG
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● Businesses
Local businesses do much for
schools. They donate prizes for functions such as sports days and prizegivings. It’s becoming common for
sports teams to have snazzy kits
sponsored by companies.
Some businesses support schools
that aren’t in their immediate
area. Ekurhuleni Primary School,
for example, has its awards day
prizes sponsored by Hollard Insurance, which also built and furnished a classroom there. A recent
corporate sponsorship is that of
Absa with the North West department of education. The bank spent
R2-million to establish a resource
centre in the village of Madikwe.
How does one get the support of
business? The answer is simple. Ask!
Beg with a friendly smile! Parents who
work at or own a business are often
excellent starting points. They can
open the door to the initial business
contact person.

● Individual parents
Parents have expertise and talent to
give to a school. Some will be able
to assist with drama, speech and
sports coaching. Others are keen to
help with the teaching of reading
in the lower grades. A school benefits from the contributions (given
free, of course) of parents with jobs
as varied as accountants, builders,
electricians, engineers, human
resource officers, lawyers, painters
and plumbers.
At the start of the year parents could
be given a questionnaire titled, “Sure, I
can help!”. Parents are encouraged to

Recipe for success
Partnerships that support
quality in schools

1

Business
Many local and national
companies are willing to
sponsor facilities

2

Former learners
Keep in touch with former
learners. They will often donate
valuable time and expertise as
well as funds

3

Individual parents
Not only do parents have
coaching skills to offer, but
useful occupational skills
and services too

6

Loyalty card programmes
Retailers will donate to schools
in return for customer loyalty

Parent teams
Teamwork benefits both parents and
schools and is often the best way to
organise events. Teams realise that ...
T OGETHER E VERYONE A CHIEVES M ORE

5

Twinning schools
Schools can share facilities and extramural activities
Graphic: JOHN McCANN Source: RICHARD HAYWARD

offer their services in a wide range of
school activities. An incredible amount
of untapped talent will be revealed by
the findings of the questionnaire.
● Loyalty card programmes
Increasingly, loyalty card programmes are appearing on the market. The idea is that a school receives
a certain percentage of sales when
the loyalty card is used at partner
stores. Parents and family members
present the card at these shops.
Poor schools can apply for “nominated school” status in the MySchool
programme. During 2007 the
MySchool (www.myschool.co.za)
loyalty card project gave more than
R1,5-million every month to
schools. More than 10 000 of the
28 000 schools in the country are
in this programme. The MySchool
programme can be contacted on
0860 100 445.
● Parent teams
Teams of parents can take on
projects. The teams are usually found
in the parent or parent-teacher associations. They organise fundraisers
such as big walks or bingo nights.
Parent teams help in activities such
as sports days and concerts.
The parents of a class can form a

Partnerships bring
cost savings to the
school and parents
fund new resources

team. They appoint a class mom or
dad who coordinates their activities.
The team could, for example, repaint
the classroom or do general repair
work. Parent teams create a spirit of
friendship and goodwill.
● Twinning schools
Twinning is common among
and between previously advantaged and disadvantaged schools.
Resources and professional expertise are shared. The learners share
extramural activities and a small
number of learners can spend part
of the day at the twinned school.
Far too few South African businesses have partnerships with
schools. If every business was to
create a partnership with at least
one school, what an improvement it
would make to our school system.
The pessimist despairs of the
overall quality of our schools. Yet
the number of quality schools is
growing steadily. There’s a common factor to these excellent
schools: they have partnerships
with parents and the wider community. Be an optimist. Have partnerships that make your school a
place of true quality.
The South African Quality Institute
(SAQI) has school leadership and
management programmes. Poor
schools are sponsored. Contact Vuyi
Segooa on 012 394 3400 or vuyi@
saqi.co.za or Richard Hayward on
011 888 3262 or email
rpdhayward@yahoo.com

SETTING THE PACE WHEN IT COMES TO UPSKILLING OF EDUCATORS

ASSESSOR TRAINING (Or programme of your choice)
plus another training programme for as little as
R600 or R50 per month over 12 months!
OD ?
GO RUE
O
T !!!
TO BE
US
O
Y
T
R
T
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thats not all!!

EDUTEL,
PO BOX 6596, WESTGATE, 1734
complete and post to:

please send me info on subscribing to Teacher
Skills Programmes as advertised in THE TEACHER

NAME:
ADDRESS:

SUBSCRIBE NOW and receive with your subscription:
* TOP PERFORMANCE “Your outcomes-based programme
on becoming a top learner &
* Free Stationery (while stocks last)
other programmes to choose from:

MODERATOR, NQF 6 (10 Credits)
Lead & Manage People, NQF 6 (20 Credits)

FACILITATE LEARNING (OBE), NQF 5 (10 Credits)
Manage Teaching and Learning, NQF 6 (20 Credits)

Develop a Portfolio to Demonstrate School Management & Leadership Competence, NQF 6 (10 Credits)

Manage Organisational Systems &Physical & Financial Resources, NQF 6 (20 Credits)
Understand School Management & Leadership in the SA context, NQF 5 (10 Credits)
Manage Policy, Planning, School Development & Governance, NQF 6 (20 Credits)

We also offer: National Diploma Human Resources Management & Practices, NQF5 and the National Certificate & Diploma: OD ETDP NQF5

POSTAL CODE:
TEL (H):
(W):
(CELL):
Tel: (011) 760-4251
Fax: (011) 768-1248
e-mail: edutel@iafrica.com
website: www.edutel.co.za
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Travel

Mountains and meerkats
Get in touch with
your furry side,
writes Sharon van
Wyk

Q

uiet, forgotten backroads in the middle of nowhere
often yield some of
the most fantastic
opportunities for holidaymakers in South Africa.
This was definitely the case with
Moolmanshoek in the Ficksburg
district of the eastern Free State.
Set in a tranquil valley fed by the
Witteberg, Moolmanshoek is like
history coming to life. It’s a horsebreeding farm steeped in a long and
distinguished ancestry.
Moolmanshoek is also a pristine
nature reserve and natural heritage
site with its own sandstone farmhouse offering 15 four-star en-suite
rooms on 3 000ha of rolling moors
and open veld.
The impressive Visierskerf which,
at 2 407m is the third-highest mountain range in the country, dominates
the skyline and pastures are dotted

with springbok, black wildebeest,
blesbuck, zebra, ostrich and a variety of other game species indigenous to the area. The flora includes
rare African bamboo which grows in
abundance on the farm.
What makes Moolmanshoek really
special is a small, cute creature
which millions of people around the
world have fallen in love with — the
meerkat.
Walk with Meerkats,
a tourism-based programme aimed at
bringing people into
close contact with
nature, is based at Moolmanshoek.
“The experience of
walking with wild
meerkats in their
natural habitat
leaves people awestruck and with an
enormous sense of
peace and closeness
to nature. I have
watched guests who
were jaded after the
big-five experience
reawaken after a few
hours of walking with
these charismatic little
creatures,” said Wendy
Wilson, who heads research
into meerkats.

n Do you have an unfinished first, second
or third year Teaching Diploma?
n Did your college close down?
n Are you left out in the cold?
n Are you teaching without a professional
qualification?
Don’t delay, contact us immediately for
all-year round enrolment.
CHOOSE YOUR PROGRAMME FROM:
NPDE (Foundation Phase, Intermediate and
Senior Phase, Senior and FET Phase)
ACE (Foundation Phase, Intermediate and

The programme includes conservation, tourism, filming and research
to enrich all those involved. Wendy
and her assistant, Shelton Kanyoka,
habituate wild groups of meerkats to
human presence so they accept people in their lives as just another part of
their landscape.
The result is that Moolmanshoek’s
meerkats, seeking a high point from
which to perform sentinel duty, will
often choose the head of a seated
person as the perfect spot.
“I have lived and walked
with meerkats for two years in
Springbok [South Africa] and the
Makgadikgadi Pans [Botswana],”
said Wilson. “One of my greatest
achievements is the many hours
I have served as a meerkat
sentinel post. The daily scent
marking that I undergo by
the dominant male is testimony to the fact that I am
completely accepted within
the meerkat family.”
Meerkat adventures
notwithstanding,
there’s much more to
do at Moolmanshoek,
with game drives, hiking trails, fishing, abseiling and horse trails to
name but a few.
But the meerkats
definitely steal the show. Chil-

Senior Phase, History, Life Orientation, Human
Movement Education, Geography Education,
Technology Education, Learner Support,
English Education, Mathematics (GET Band),
Mathematics Literacy)
B.Ed Hons. (Educational Management Law
and Systems, General Teaching and
Leaming, Special Needs Education)

OLG Regional Offices Contact Details

n Sakkie Manda, Mpumalanga:
082 926 4427 or 082 927 7487 or

dren, especially, are captivated
by the meerkats and adults are
reduced to a childhood state in
their levels of excitement and awe
at being able to interact with the
often playful critters.
You learn all there is to know about
the meerkats, their diet, their habits
and what hunts them, and can sit
for hours on end while they forage
around you, climb on you and generally treat you as one of the family.
At the end of the day you get to go
back to the lodge and a roaring log fire
and a sumptuous home-cooked meal.
The atmosphere in the farmhouse
is perfect for unwinding and the
place is an absolute haven from the
pressures of everyday life in the
urban fast lane and a sure-fire cure
for city-slicker stress.
The game drives, like the rest of
life here in this forgotten corner of
the country, are leisurely affairs
designed to encourage a full appreciation of the incredible scenery.
Nothing is rushed, everything takes
place in its natural way and the days
seem to run into one another effortlessly, capped by some of the bestquality sleep possible, brought on,
no doubt, by the purity of the air.
It’s impossible not to relax here
and, for that reason alone, Moolmanshoek is one of South Africa’s
true hidden treasures.

The
lowdown

Moolmanshoek is 35km away from
Ficksburg and 20km from Rosendal
in the eastern Free State. It’s a
three-and-a-half-hour drive from
Johannesburg, four hours from
Pretoria and two-and-a-half hours
from Bloemfontein.
Prices start at about R550 per
person sharing for dinner, bed,
breakfast, a light lunch and
selected activities.
A cheaper option exists for just a
dinner, bed and breakfast experience
with prices starting at about R400
per person per night sharing.
Moolmanshoek offers horse safaris
too, with accommodation either in
the lodge or in self-catering hiking
huts from R150 per person per night
with a minimum booking of four
riders. You can take part in either fullday (R450), half-day (R220) or twohour (R170) horse trails, accompanied
by a well-trained guide.
The Walk With Meerkats
programme is an extra activity not
included in the Moolmanshoek
rates. For info on the meerkats
and current rates, visit www.
walkwithmeerkats.co.za or contact
Wendy Wilson on 082 924 8543.

Fax: 086 678 6444 or sms ‘your
name and address’ to the cell number.
n Gerrie Minnaar, Gauteng, Limpopo, North
West, Free State: 083 759 2226 or 011 979 1962
or Fax: 011 9792932 or sms ‘your name and address’ to the cell number.
n Eddie Bush, KwaZulu-Natal, Free State:
082 413 3685 or 031 765 5131 or
Fax: 031 765 8936 or sms ‘your name and address’ to the cell number.
n Paul Beselaar, Westem Cape, Eastem Cape,
Northem Cape, North West, Free State:
Tel: 083 650 5565 or Fax: 021 930 2651 or sms
‘your name and address’ to the cell number.
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Early childhood development

Playing is
crucial to
learning
The grade R teacher plays a key
role in facilitating active learning,
writes Pam Picken

N

onhlanhla Mchunu is
a grade R teacher at a
primary school in rural
KwaZulu-Natal. She
has specialist training
in early childhood development, so
she understands that young children learn through play. Her role is
to create an exciting active learning
environment and to facilitate a wellplanned daily programme.
Mchunu carefully prepares her
classroom so that it looks inviting
for the children to play in. She sets
it up into areas: a block area for
building with blocks; a quiet area
for doing jigsaw puzzles and playing
games like lotto, snap, number and
shape games; a home corner where
the children can play pretend family games with dolls and tea sets; a
creative area where the children
can paint, draw, cut out and paste
or make creations using boxes and
other things.
When everything is in place she
plans for the next day, ensuring balance between teacher-directed activities, small group activities and free
choice of play activities, as well as
an exciting story that would enthral
her young learners.
The next day, she arrives early and
takes time to chat to the parents or
caregivers and each child and checks
on their health.
Once all the children arrive, they
sit in a circle on the floor with her
and discuss many issues of interest.
Mchunu has improvised toys and
games, using waste materials to supplement learning materials supplied
by the department of education. She
gives extra care to those who are sick
or have lost their loved ones.
During the toilet routine and snack
time, the children learn important
health and hygiene practices
such as washing their
hands after going to
the toilet and before
eating.
To play they
use animal facemasks that
M c h u n u
made. They love
acting out the stories
she tells them. Each child is
included and given the opportunity to create his or her own story.
Last year she held a parents’ workshop on a Saturday in which parents
constructed a climbing frame and
swings for the children. The chil-

dren love climbing the frame and
this helps them develop confidence
in their body movements. There
is also sand and water to play with
outside, so the children learn some
of the building blocks of science and
maths — the process of experimenting with volume, capacity and the
laws of gravity.
She has balls and bats readily
available to develop the eye-foot
coordination of her learners.
Mchunu also uses small group
activities to prepare the children
with skills they will need in formal schooling in grade one. These
activities prepare learners to follow
instructions, complete a task, cooperate in a group and refine their
skills and problem-solving abilities.
After completing their activity, they gather for story time with
Mchunu using puppets. The story
extends their vocabulary and
exposes them to new places, people
and ideas.
When it is time to go home the
children rest while they wait to be
collected. Mchunu ensures that
those travelling by taxi are safe and
the taxi is not overloaded. She then
prepares for the next day, refreshing
her activities so that each school day
is an exciting learning experience.
How do you rate your grade R
class?
The department of education and
government fully support grade R.
The goal is that every child entering
grade one in 2010 will have come
from an exciting, active learning
grade R.
But early childhood development
(ECD) programmes can take many
forms, they can be provided at
home, through playgroups, parenting programmes, through informal
and formal crèches or pre-schools,
formal pre-primaries and grade
R classes at primary
schools.
The key is
the quality of the
teacher
and the
quality of
the active
learning programme. Enormous damage can
be done to children
when we take underaged children into grade R
because they will struggle with the

activities and this can destroy their
self-confidence.
Schools need to recognise and support community-based ECD sites, as
well as home- or family-based ECD
programmes.
Parents and caregivers also need
to be intimately involved in their
children’s education. Teachers need
to be supported to understand their
young learners in the context of
their family and community environment, especially the challenges
they are facing through poverty and
HIV/Aids.
How do we ensure all our children have access to quality active
learning ECD programmes?
Grade R is one of the strategies that
our government has adopted to
address this. The government has
also approved a national integrated
plan for ECD that seeks to address
the challenges facing children from
birth to age four.
Who do we turn to for support

Dividing the classroom into different areas makes it inviting for
children to engage in a variety of activities. Photos: David Harrison
to offer quality ECD and grade
R programmes?
There are many excellent ECD nonprofit resource and training organisations, accredited by the South
African Qualifications Authority in
most provinces. Many further education and training colleges also
offer ECD training. Find the best

one closest to you.
Pam Picken is the director of training and resources in Early Education (Tree, & the Tree team)
In the next edition of the Teacher
learn more about the essential elements of a good ECD programme

Grade R is not …
● Grade R is not formal teaching
with a teacher doing all the talking
and the children sitting behind
desks copying letters or numbers in
exercise books.
● Grade R is not the teacher telling
the children a whole lot of facts and
getting them to chant the answers
in unison.

Parents and
caregivers
also need to
be intimately
involved
in their
children’s
education

● Grade R is not about children
sitting quietly for long periods.
● Grade R is not a place where
principals and foundation phase
teachers expect children to sit still
and be quiet.
● Grade R is not under-aged
children struggling with a
programme that is not appropriate

for their level of development.
● Grade R is not a place where
teachers shout at children or hit
them when they are naughty.
● Grade R is not a place where there
is not enough for the children to do.
● Grade R is not a place where
parents or caregivers feel
unwelcome.

www . t h u t o n g . o r g . z a
Wikis? Podcasts? What are these tools all about?
“Wiki” (wiki is originally a Hawaiian word for “fast”)
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki)
[Accessed 28 July 2008]
A wiki is a collection of web pages designed to
enable anyone who accesses it to contribute or
modify content. Ward Cunningham, developer of the
first wiki software, WikiWikiWeb, originally described
it as “the simplest online database that could possibly
work”.
The best known example of a wiki is Wikipedia
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page), an
online encyclopaedia developed by the global
community. Anybody can register and edit entries
and if mistakes occur, these are soon corrected by the
community itself.

One of the Critical Outcomes of the National
Curriculum Statement (NCS) is for learners to have
the ability to work effectively with others as
members of a team, group, organisation and community. The Web 2.0 environment offers a platform
which encourages this to happen. One of the tools
one can use to work together is Wikis. A document
can now be created, shared online and people can
edit and add to the content. It is no longer necessary
to work with different versions of a document being
e-mailed from person to person. Everybody can
access and work on the same document, having a
more powerful product at the end.
Ë How would one use a Wiki in a school?
There are a number of web-based wiki sites that
require a password and login system. A closed
environment can thus be created for teachers and
learners to experience real online collaboration,
working together on one document.
Wikis are great for teacher collaboration. Teachers
can develop and share lesson plans, learning and
teaching materials using a programme such as
Peanut Butter wiki <http://pbwiki.com>.
Learners can write their own digital stories using the
same tool, they can start a story and have
others contribute to it or write a story on their own.
See <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_storytelling> for more information.
In the classroom, one can create a wiki on any topic
and have learners access it and add entries or
comments. This allows learners to critically read what
has been said, think about it and then respond and
contribute. Learners learn about collaboration - the
ability to work effectively in a group as described in

“Imagine a world in
which every single
person on the planet is
given free access to the
sum of all human
knowledge. That’s what
we’re doing”.

other people. Not everybody has the courage to
share and their first tentative steps in the online
world can be easily deterred if the response is insensitive. See Wiki Etiquette <http://educators.pbwiki.
com/Wiki+Etiquette+for+Students>.

Jimmy Wales, Wikipedia founder (Wales 2004)

Ë Some Wiki
websites
http://www.wikipedia.org
http://wikihow.com
http://www.wikispaces.com
http://www.wetpaint.com
http://www.glypho.com
the NCS Critical Outcomes. It is a wonderful
opportunity for research including using primary
source material.
As we describe the tools of Web 2.0 the issues around
21st Century literacies become more and more
apparent. Responsible and careful use of
collaborative tools requires a respect for input from

These responsibilities are described in the Standards
for the 21st Century Learner published by the AASL
<www.ala.org/aasl/standards/> in Section 3 i.e.
“to share knowledge and participate ethically and
productively as members of a democratic society”
and also Section 4 i.e. “to pursue personal and
aesthetic growth”. Although the document was
created by the American Association of School
Librarians, it has quickly become a benchmark for
managing online tools in the broader educational
environment.
“Anyone with an Internet connection can now
publish without prior review. Although this is good in
terms of creating a wider body of knowledge to draw
from, it obviously requires that we teach our students
(learners) to become more active consumers of that
information instead of passively accepting it as legitimate”. – from Blogs, Wikis, Podcasts and Other Powerful
Web Tools for Classrooms. 2006 Richardson, Will
Ë See the article by Andrew Moore on Podcasts
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Technology

Teaching with podcasts
Podcasting is easy
How to get started

iTunes from Apple Software (free)
LINK http://www.apple.com/itunes/overview/
LINK http://www.apple.com/itunes/store/podcastsfaq.html
Juice open source software (free)
LINK http://juicereceiver.sourceforge.net/

Making a superior podcast
Using technology in the classroom could revolutionise the way
children learn. Photograph: Lisa Skinner

Learning to podcast from suite101.org
LINK http://podcasts.suite101.com/article.cfm/learning_to_podcast
Podcasting tools from podcastingtools.com
LINK http://www.podcasting-tools.com/how-to-podcast.htm
How to start your own podcast from WikiHow
LINK http://www.wikihow.com/start–your–own–podcast

2 of 53

Now Play

ing

High sch

ool
Science pod
cast
Quantum
physics
24: 10
–16: 50

MENU

How podcasting works from How Stuff Works
LINK http://computer.howstuffworks.com/podcasting.htm
Tools for podcasting from Free for All
LINK http://www.feedforall.com/tools–for–podcasting.htm

Podcasts and education on the Internet
Article: Podcasts for colleges, schools and learning from Recap
LINK http://recap.ltd.uk/podcasting/
Directory: Education podcast directory from Learn On the Go
LINK http://www.learn–on–the–go.com/directory/
Article: Podcasting and education from Shambles
LINK http://www.shambles.net/pages/learning/infolit/edupodcast/

podcasts. I am amazed at the scope
of titles. Predictably, general history
is much better represented than local
or African history. But there are episodes that span ancient times, medieval history, the World Wars and the
Cold War. There is also some excellent
audio content that records the narratives of individuals who experienced
the evils of slavery first hand. These
podcasts relate directly to the FET history syllabus. Languages, science and
technology are other subjects in which
there are lots of options.
So how might we use these materials that support the learning process? Two strategies come immediately
to mind. First, use them as either
introductory, lesson-support or revision materials. Allow those children
who struggle with text materials the
option of listening to the content

Graphic: JOHN McCANN Source: ANDREW MOORE, WIKIPEDIA

M

P3 players are becoming ubiquitous. Even
the latest cellphones
are being promoted
on billboards around
the country as multimedia centres
that happen to have a phone attached
to them. The must-have attachment is
a shiny set of earphones that gives the
phone the ability to provide a soundtrack to our lives. But among the youth
it seems a dedicated audio player is
still the coolest way to go. Fortunes
have been made at Apple because they
developed the minimalist MP3 player,
the iPod. It remains the hippest accessory despite a host of imitators. But
can we teachers harness this device
and others like it to improve teaching
and learning?
The answer is: “Why not?”
The iPod and its imitators have
introduced today’s youth to audio content. We might have grown up in the
golden age of radio but this is something new to our learners. Podcasts,
available for free download to an MP3
player or an appropriate cellphone,
are basically potted radio shows. The
advantage is that you listen to them
when you feel like it. You don’t need
to worry about broadcast times. The
ideal is to subscribe to a podcast and
as new episodes are published they
are automatically downloaded to your
device.
“What content is available?” you
might wonder.
Podcasts are popping up on many
subjects. There is news, comedy, celebrity and sport content, but there are
also many topics that relate directly
to the curriculum. Recently I collected
a catalogue of appropriate further
education and training (FET) history

Podcast software

ths
Ma

Perhaps teachers
can bridge the digital
divide by using
technology in the
classroom, writes
Andrew Moore

A podcast is an Internet ‘broadcast’ that can also be played back on personal
computers and portable media players. Video or audio files and documents can
all be used. Podcasting is ideal for conferences, museum audio tours and the
distribution of school lessons. It also allows schools to broadcast sporting and
extramural events and to communicate with both parents and learners

they need. Distribute the MP3 files to
the class and assign them the task of
listening to the content as they walk
home or ride the bus or taxi.
An alternative strategy would be
to make the class construct its own
podcasts. Because there is an apparent lack of materials on African history, it makes sense that the class
should script and record its own
episodes on these topics and offer
them to the global community. It’s
not as ludicrous as it might sound. A
podcast called Hank’s History Hour
is freely available from iTunes.
Hank, an American high-school
learner, has made a series of
recordings, originally aimed at his
peers, which summarise a number
of sources available to them, the textbook, class notes and some library
references. The podcasts were a suc-

cess and now have a global audience.
The reason might have something
to do with Hank’s accessible delivery and informal tone. The episodes
are rich with student slang and told
with an unassuming attitude in simple English. Hank is quick to break
down complicated historical terms
into straight-forward language. Why
can’t our classes have a crack at making podcasts that might help learners
with African history?
“How do I go about getting podcasts for my classes?” is a question you
might now be contemplating.
The easy route is to download free
software called iTunes and install it
on an internet-connected computer.
Navigate to the iTunes store using the
software and then click on Podcasts.
An extensive directory of podcasts is
contained within. Identify something
that is promising and subscribe. The
vast majority of podcasts are free.
Attach your MP3 player to the computer and the latest edition will be downloaded to your MP3 player.
Another way is to

search the internet for podcasts using
a search engine. There are many sites
that link to podcasts. You click on the
link and the MP3 file is saved to your
computer. Then you must use the file
transfer system on your computer to
move the file to your MP3 player or
phone. This sounds easy but can get a
bit technical at times. For the innovative teachers reading this, you might
ask: “How can I learn about recording
and distributing podcasts?” Despite
the fact that it sounds involved, it is
surprisingly easy because the process
has been automated to a large extent.
Use the links in the graphic to start
the process.
Andrew Moore is a former teacher.
He has an MEd degree in computerassisted education. He works for Neil
Butcher and Associates, an education
technology consulting company
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Books

Rising above circumstance
Mark Potterton reviews
OPENING THE DOORS OF LEARNING:
CHANGING SCHOOLS IN SOUTH
AFRICA by Pam Christie
(Heinemann) R240

T

he Right to Learn is probably the best known and
used education text published in South Africa.
The beauty of The Right
to Learn is its accessibility — particularly the lucid manner in which
Pam Christie put across complex
issues.
Opening the Doors of Learning
sets out with a similar purpose.
Years later and after a decade of
democracy, Christie comes to grips
with education’s puzzle.
She sets out to explain why the
government struggles to provide
quality education for all, why
improvements are uneven and
how these can be addressed.
She explores the forces of change
in education by closely examining
challenges at the global, state and
classroom level.
Opening the Doors draws on
the tradition of research and
theory that starts with the premise
that human beings make their own
history, but not in circumstances of
their own choosing. The hope is that
they can change their world.
Christie frames her discussions of
schooling in an ethical framework.
Her understanding of ethics is the
practice of thinking about living
in relation to other people and the
world they share.
The second chapter sets the foundation for discussions about schools
and change.
Christie argues that there are multiple goals of schooling and these
are sometimes in competition. She
says that schooling does seem to
hold “keys to the future”, but for
many around the world this is not a
reality.
Schooling is presented as a solution to wide-ranging social problems

such as poverty, inequality, violence
and social cohesion, but there is
little evidence to show that schooling achieves these goals on a largescale and in a sustainable way.
The third chapter deals with education and globalisation. The chapter opens with two snapshots: one of
a girl in a multiracial urban school,
the other of a girl in a rural school.
These snapshots are used throughout to ground the book in the
real world.
The snapshots show vastly different experiences for learners and ask
how schooling can work across social
divisions to provide worthwhile

learning
experiences for all students.
Christie discusses the complexity
of globalisation and concludes that
the new economy is growing alongside the old.
It is a global capitalist economy
that is linked by technologies
operating in single time units.
In chapter four Christie considers
the debates in development theory.
She notes that development for governments entails working with economic, political and social visions
which are sometimes in competition with one another. Schooling is
linked to development.

She asks us to be people who create our
own history, even in difficult circumstances

In the South African context equal
quality for all in schooling is not
likely to unfold without efforts
to bridge the historical divisions.
Targeted resources, political will
and strong interventions are
needed.
Christie explores the policy
approaches taken to eradicate the
legacies of apartheid.
She discusses the complexity of
the policy process, its intention
and end result.
The education system was
expanded, modernised and deracialised. A key achievement of
the post-apartheid government
was its ability to keep the system
functioning.
She argues that equity measures
were limited and have not been adequate to the task of providing quality education.
Chapter six considers schools
and classrooms more closely and
explores how the doors of learning
might be opened to all.
Christie sets out to answer the
question: What will make a difference to the learning experiences and
outcomes of different students at
school?
She considers:
• What learners bring to school
from their homes and families;
• Which schools they attend;
• How well the schools perform;
• How well the schools function
and how effective their teachers are;
and
• What happens inside the classroom, teaching, learning and assessment.
Christie concludes by presenting
the challenges in an ethical framework. She argues that systematic
teaching must be framed by a commitment to intellectual rigour.
She challenges us to offer schooling experiences of quality to all
learners and to encourage active
participation and individual
development.
Solutions are difficult but she asks
us to be people who create our own
history, even in difficult circumstances. Opening the doors inspires
us to seek justice for all.
Mark Potterton is the director of the
Catholic Institute of Education

Giving kids
a chance
to make a
difference
“Parents
have just
handed the
problem on
to the next
generation.
We won’t
see most of
the damage — our children and
grandchildren will,” said Ginny
Stone, author of the first South
African children’s book about
climate change, Sibo Makes a
Difference.
Stone’s move last year from the
Western Cape to Gauteng “gave
me some time out to write”, she
said. “Having a book published,
especially one that actually means
something, is a dream come true.”
The Pretoria publisher Let’s
Look embraced the project
wholeheartedly — going one step
further by using environmentally
friendly paper and ink for printing.
Miles Jarvis of Raptor Creative
said the environmentally friendly
paper, sponsored by the NOR
company, is free of chlorine and
was harvested from a sustainable
forestry programme. “The inks
used are derived from soya beans,’’
Jarvis said.
Stone is secretary and treasurer
of the 11-year-old Southern
African Association of Science
and Technology Centres and is
busy preparing for this year’s
meeting in November at the SciBono Discovery Centre in central
Johannesburg.
Her book was launched at the
MTN Sciencentre recently, with
Anusuya Chinsamy-Turan’s book
on Famous African Dinosaurs,
Rondebosch Common illustrated
by veteran conservationist Betty
Dwight and a guide for students
across Africa called 10 Things You
Should Know About … — Christina
Scott
Sibo Makes a Difference is
published in South Africa by Let’s
Look, Pretoria. Website:
www.lets-look.net

The Department of Science and Technology (DST), will address
the science and technology skills shortage at INSITE 2008 – the
International Science, Innovation and Technology Exhibition,
which takes place from 15 to 17 September 2008, at the Sandton
Convention Centre.
INSITE is South Africa’s premier science and technology exhibition providing an international marketplace for showcasing
innovative science and technology solutions to some of the
world’s most pressing social and economic challenges.
For information on exhibiting at INSITE 2008, contact Jo
Melville, at jom@exhibitafrica.co.za or Kristin Klose, at
kristin.klose@dst.gov.za .
Brought to you by:
15 - 17 SEPTEMBER
SANDTON CONVENTION CENTRE

To pre-register as a visitor, go to
www.insitex.co.za
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Personal Finance

Achieving financial independence
Saving is more than just having money in
the bank, writes Yolandé van Rensburg

I

’m sure most of you know
that August is women’s
month, with National Women’s Day on August 9, but did
you know that last month
was National Savings Month?
With that in mind, I thought I
would focus on personal savings
for women in particular, something
that’s probably not on top of one’s
mind, considering the rising inflation and interest rates.
Personal savings
Women have traditionally had a lot
of influence in domestic affairs, but
just how much say do we have when
it comes to the purse strings?
Some spouses and partners still
do not consider it appropriate for
women to manage money.
In this day and age it’s important
to ensure you are comfortable handling money.
One aspect of this is personal savings, the importance of which cannot be emphasised enough.

Saving tips
• Switch to a more affordable
bank account and pay lower bank
fees. Browse through your bank
statement to see what you are
paying for your monthly banking.

Benefits of saving
The truth is that everyone must
save and, the younger one starts,
the better. It’s not just about having money in the bank, it’s about
planning, responsibility, maturity
and independence.
Personal savings give you peace of
mind because you know that emergency expenses will be taken care
of. Furthermore, a healthy savings
account allows you to be independent.
But saving is also about wealth
creation, which is important for the
day you retire.

• Choose an account that offers services
and benefits that you really want,
otherwise you pay for extras that you
do not need.
• Draw up a budget and stick to it.
A budget guides your spending in
a responsible manner so you meet
all your financial obligations.

Use a debit card, it’s much safer than carrying cash
Making the right choice
Shop around — that’s the most
sensible advice anyone should
use when it comes to choosing a savings product. Set aside time to compare products.

products require a notice period
which means you will either be
unable to access your savings or you
will incur a heavy penalty fee for
early withdrawal.

Ask the right questions
You should be aware of the following
before opening a savings account:
the minimum balance required; the
interest rate your money will earn;
the monthly administration fee; and
the statement fees.
Also inquire about the accessibility of your funds because some

Less spending, more saving
A person who does not save cannot
appreciate the value of money.
A person who saves, however, has
laid the groundwork for stability
and security.
Women often assume various
roles and responsibilities within the
household, the most important of

which is that of the nurturer.
Therefore, teaching children to
save and promoting a culture of saving should be one of our duties.
For further assistance, speak to
an accredited financial adviser or
authorised financial services provider. Do it for them and, above all,
for yourself, but start today.
It’s never too late to start building
your own nest egg.

• Use your debit card to make
cashless purchases. It costs less than
an ATM withdrawal and it’s much
safer than carrying cash.
• Settle your debts first because
the interest charged often
exceeds that earned on savings.
It will also alleviate some of the
associated stress.

Yolandé van Rensburg is head of
corporate affairs and communication at Capitec Bank

School accounting made easy
the Teacher reporter

L

earners who want lasting and
relevant skills at school are
opting for accounting and,
thanks to educational software,
they are mastering the subject with
greater ease.
Dinwiddie High School in Germiston, Johannesburg, is one of the
schools that use software to teach
the subject. Learners and teachers
rate the resource highly.
They use Pastel Accounting, developed by Softline Pastel. It explains
the abstract concepts of accounting
to learners and teachers.

The Pastel Certified Programme
aims to make accounting more
accessible and practical and prepares learners for the job market.
The programme uses the
computer as its key tool but still
taps into manual and traditional
teaching methods.
Some of its interesting features
include, among others, animation
and full-colour illustration.
It also helps teachers cut down on
their planning time, does self-marking and monitors learner progress.
Anele Masoka, an 18-year-old
grade 12 learner at Dinwiddie High,
said he started using the programme

in grade 10.
“Before I came across this programme I used to battle a lot with
accounting, but now I understand it
better. I am now able to study on my
own to such an extent that I have
already finished the syllabus.”
Masoka said he landed casual jobs
at two big-name retail stores during
the school holidays.

This will open a lot
of job opportunities
for me when I finish
school

Relebohile Khanye, another
grade 12 learner, agreed: “Last year
accounting frustrated me, especially
concepts like supporting documents, analysis and interpretation
and classification of transactions.
“But after I started using this programme earlier this year, my understanding improved.
“Today I know how to operate a
computer and this will open a lot of
job opportunities for me when I finish school,” said Khanye.
Accounting teachers are also positive. Dephni Makaleng, an accounting teacher, said learners’ accounting performance has improved.

“Another major positive outcome
is that it empowers learners with
relevant and marketable skills when
they finish school.
“In fact most of them are now
employed at various big retail
stores,” she said.
Nomsa Dhlame, another accounting teacher at Dinwiddie High,
sai d that i t i s useful , hel pful
and practical. She said the practical part of it is crucial as it deepens
learners’ understanding.
More importantly for Dhlame: “It
reduces teachers’ administrative
workload as it has in-built features
like learner self-assessment.”

Switch banks and save
BBDO CAPE TOWN 800506/E

over R1 000 per year in bank fees.

Deposit your salary into a Capitec Bank savings account and get the lowest transaction fees.
It could mean a saving of over R1 000 per year based on typical transactions per month:
4 ATM withdrawals, 5 debit orders, 2 balance enquiries, 1 statement, 2 inter-account transfers,
monthly fee and 4 debit card purchases. Also get the highest interest on daily savings.

Global One Banking Facility
800506_Capitec_Switc_10x7_R3.indd 1

Terms and Conditions apply. 24-hour Client Care Centre 0860 10 20 43 or visit www.capitecbank.co.za
An authorised financial services and credit provider. Capitec Bank Limited Reg. No.: 1980/003695/06
NCR Reg. No.: NCRCP13
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OBE: never
having to
say you’re
sorry?
Is denial of the failure of OBE aggravating
educational problems, asks Stephanie
Matseleng Allais

W

hen is it better to
try to fix a policy
that is not working,
and when is it better to abandon it?
Policy changes in education should
never be taken lightly, because they
have enormous implications for the
daily work of teachers. In many countries, and in South Africa, dedicated,
competent teachers have an everincreasing workload and high levels
of responsibility for relatively low salaries. Almost any changes to policy,
good and bad, add to the burden experienced by teachers. For teachers who
are not competent but who are trying
to do a good job, policy changes can
be confusing and undermining. For
teachers who don’t care about their
work, policy change can be a useful
excuse for poor performance.
It’s tempting for new governments
or new ministers to want to make
bold changes, but often it is better to
try to work with what is there and
give it time to work. In South Africa,
with the devastating legacy of Bantu
education, it is increasingly clear
that there are no quick fixes with
regard to educational problems.
Outcomes-based education (OBE)
was introduced as an educational
panacea. Almost immediately a large
range of problems became apparent.
The education community has been
divided about whether these problems are caused by poor implementation of a good policy, or whether OBE
is an inherently flawed policy. The
department of education has tried
to solve some of the problems of the
OBE curriculum, without completely
moving away from OBE.

The problems with OBE
A good curriculum is designed by
thinking carefully about how the
body of knowledge or subject in
question is organised and carefully
selecting key knowledge areas and
skills to be mastered. A good syllabus document then provides guidance to teachers about these knowledge areas and skills, including
what order they need to be taught
in (in some subjects order is more
important than in others), how they
can be taught and how much time
should be spent on each of them.
An outcomes-based curriculum
does not start by looking at a subject
as a body of knowledge. Knowledge
is valued only to the extent that it
enables learners to achieve specified
outcomes. In the original version of

OBE in South Africa, the curriculum
was designed to enable teachers to
teach content of their choice, as long
as they believe it enables learners to
master the outcomes. In later revisions, curriculum designers selected
knowledge, but still used the learning outcomes as the starting point.
The first approach was clearly a disaster as most teachers simply had no
idea what to teach. But the second
approach is also flawed, as it is inconsistent with the integrity of subjects.
Because outcomes are the driving feature of the curriculum, an
outcomes-based curriculum tends
not to provide advice to teachers in
terms of sequencing and pacing—
the idea is that, as long as learners
“master the learning outcomes”,
it does not matter what order they
are taught in. But in many subjects,
order is very important. Even where
it is not very important, offering
advice to teachers about sequencing means that teachers do not have
to design an entire learning programme by themselves — something
that their working day does not
allocate time for. Teachers can then
concentrate on the essence of their
job — trying to help learners master
the knowledge specified in the curriculum. It also means that if one
teacher takes over from another, the
new teacher can easily see what has
been taught.
The outcomes-based curriculum
puts the teacher in an inappropriate
role — that of a curriculum designer.
Teachers should know what needs to
be taught at each level and what children need to understand and be able
to do. The professional autonomy of
teachers should not be seen in relation to what they teach, but rather,
in relation to how they can ensure
that the specific learners in their care
master the specified knowledge.
Highly skilled teachers may appreciate having the autonomy to experiment with sequencing, or introducing additional textbooks or learning
resources. But even highly skilled
and dedicated teachers do not have
the time to design a curriculum or
learning programme. A system that
has a national examination needs
a nationally specified syllabus — or
teachers are forced to guess what
is in the exam, and have to design
their own syllabus based on what
they think will be in it.

Adding complexity
The department of education has
moved away from OBE in some
ways. The revised Curriculum 2005
had more content specification than
the original. Perhaps, then, the problems can be solved with no political

Policy failure: has
the time come to
officially move away
from outcomes-based
education?
Photographs: Paul Botes
grandstanding. Certainly, it appears
undesirable to introduce yet another
policy reform, which may serve to
further demoralise teachers.
Curriculum statements for each
subject specify learning outcomes
and assessment standards. For some
subjects, content is embedded in the
assessment standards. For others, a
shortlist of content is included. In all
cases, the starting point is the learning outcomes, and not the subjects as
representatives of bodies of knowledge. Learning programme guideline documents are then supposed to
provide guidance to teachers about
how to design a learning programme
from the curriculum statements.
While additional guidance to teachers is clearly welcome, particularly in
a context in which many teachers are
underprepared, the assumption that
learning outcomes are the drivers of
the curriculum make these documents
unnecessarily complex. They assume
a considerable role for the teacher in
curriculum design. Work schedules
listed in appendices of some of the
documents list learning outcomes and
assessment criteria in relation to each
week of the year, showing that this
system is not less prescriptive, but that
what it prescribes is less than helpful.
On top of the curriculum statements and learning programme
guidelines, there are subject assessment guidelines that provide information about the number and types
of assessment tasks that teachers
should use in each subject, as well
as general advice about assessment
and some additional specifications
about content to be assessed.
The effect is that instead of a single syllabus document, there are
three separate lengthy documents.
This is confusing for teachers.
The learning programme guidelines suggest that one of the steps
that teachers must take in designing
a learning programme is to identify
the content to be taught, through an
analysis of the assessment criteria.
So instead of content being clearly
specified, teachers have to hunt for
it! Because outcomes are supposed
to be the driver of the curriculum,
assessment criteria are supposed to
be the indicators of progression. But
in many instances the assessment
criteria are identical or virtually
identical from one grade to another,

and in language they are virtually
identical across the three different
language levels (home language,
first additional language and second
additional language).
The learning programme guideline
documents argue that content is to be
found in assessment criteria. While
this is certainly the case in some subjects — generally the more hierarchical ones, such as mathematics — it is
not the case in all. Even where content is present in the assessment criteria, this does not seem to be the clearest and most straightforward way of
specifying content to teachers.
None of this should imply that there
is nothing of value in any of these documents. All of them contain some useful
discussion and specification. Because
content is embedded in assessment
standards, no advice is provided about
sequencing and pacing.
Some people say that curriculum documents don’t really matter
because teachers don’t use them and
they teach from the exams. But then
why should we spend so much time
and money — and cause such confusion among teachers — developing
such complex ones? And surely it is
desirable in any education system
to have a well-articulated, intended
curriculum, so that teachers are not
constantly playing a guessing game
with examination setters?
Further, the lack of an official
move away from outcomes-based
education means mixed messages
are being sent to teachers from different officials at different levels.

Time for change?
We appear to be in a conundrum:
telling teachers now to abandon
outcomes may be extremely demoralising. The last thing South Africa
needs now is yet another policy
reform. So perhaps the approach of
gradually moving away from OBE
without explicitly stating that this
is being done is the best option, and
arguably it is what the department
is doing.
However, OBE has damaged our
already weak education system.
Instead of solving the problems that
it caused, we are simply adding layers of complexity.
OBE is likely to increase educational inequality. Unskilled teachers
who have some mastery of their subject may be helped by a strong syllabus that provides guidance about
what to teach — in conjunction with
decent textbooks. For teachers who
are not dedicated, or who are weak,
curriculum policy may be irrelevant.
Having a good, specified curriculum will not solve all the problems
of our education system and having
a professional, dedicated teacher
cadre is the single most important
factor in a good education system.
Although education policy changes
should never be taken lightly, it is
time to officially move away from
outcomes-based education.
Stephanie Matseleng Allais is a
freelance educational researcher.
She can be contacted at stephanie.
matseleng@gmail.com
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Crunch time

W

ith just a few weeks
to go before this
year’s historic first
National Senior Certificate exams, the
heat is on for teachers, learners, principals and even national and provincial education department authorities
to ensure that they have done everything possible to guarantee the success of the exam.
The education department says it has
implemented a number of measures
to help learners, ranging from producing exemplar question papers, to study
guides and televised lessons in 10 major

subjects. Education Minister Naledi Pandor says the exams are going
to be tough and that in the past two
years the quality of the exams has
improved.
In most cases teachers are complimentary about the modern curriculum. But some are concerned about
learners’ readiness for the exam. What
is clear is that there is no turning back
and this exam will make history.
There is still time for learners to
brush up on their work and for teachers to assist them in the September
break. If South Africa wants to compete globally it is only fair that the
standard of our education be raised
to an international level. We deserve
nothing less than this. We support
this new exam and wish educators,
learners and parents well as they
prepare for it.

A programme to
promote human rights
Talk about women’s rights should go
beyond August, writes Jamela Robertson

S

ocial problems such as
violence, sexual abuse,
learner pregnancy, HIV/
Aids and other problems
related to the abuse of
human rights are becoming common
in our schools and communities. In
many ways these problems become a
barrier for learners who are victims,
survivors or in some way affected.
The occurrence of these problems in
our schools and communities undermines children’s constitutional rights
to exist in a safe and secure environment, have equal access to quality
education and their right to equality
and dignity.
One strategy the department of
education has introduced to counter some of these societal challenges
is the Girls Education Movement
(GEM) and the Boys Education
Movement (BEM).
The GEM/BEM is an international
movement. In Africa the movement
was first launched in 2001 in Kampala, Uganda. In South Africa it was
piloted in 2002 in Limpopo, KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern Cape.
The national department of education formalised the movement for
boys and girls and launched it as a
national programme in 2003.
The GEM/BEM set up school-based
clubs made up of girls and boys who
are committed to the promotion of
equal human rights, dignity for all
and mutual respect between girls
and boys. These clubs are the department’s avenue to inculcate in young
people constructive values and to
empower them with life skills to help
them cope better with different social
problems.
GEM/BEM club members receive
training on different topics, including how to form a club and make
it work, peer education and other
issues related to the promotion of
equal access to education for girls
and boys. Learners who participate
in these clubs form partnerships
for support with educators in their
schools, parents, adults in their communities and officials in the national,
provincial and district offices.
The most important thing about

the GEM/BEM is that the clubs are
for learners and by learners. This
means that the clubs are about the
girls and boys who are members. The
girls and boys decide on the management, focus and activities of their
clubs. In other words adults and educators are not supposed to play a role
apart from assisting and supporting young people in the GEM/BEM
clubs. The GEM/BEM clubs are run
in many schools nationally, with support from both national and provincial departments of education and
the United Nations Children’s Fund
(Unicef).
What do the GEM/BEM clubs aim
to achieve?
Girls and boys who participate in
the GEM/BEM clubs are empowered with the knowledge to recognise and understand the negative
influence that social ills have on the
lives of young people. They form the
clubs so that they can work together
to restore positive values in their
schools and communities as a way
of preventing these problems and
reducing their negative effect on
young people. The clubs recognise
that gender inequality is a violation
of girls’ human and constitutional
rights and they work together to promote gender equality in education
and in all other areas of life.
The department hosts a national
GEM/BEM camp each year where
the provinces and international
guests showcase their GEM/BEM
club activities and participate in
other planned educational and
recreational activities.
Educators can inform learners
about the GEM/BEM and guide and
support them in forming and running
the clubs. This is intended to help
learners find spaces where they can
trade knowledge and engage in positive and empowering activities.
Jamela Robertson is from the department of education’s gender equity
directorate. For more information on
how to start a club in your school contact the directorate on 012 312 5420 /
5383 / 5428 / 5413 or fax 012 312 5218.

I am a secondary school commerce
teacher who wants to transfer from Limpopo to Gauteng. Phone 084 562 9486.

I am a primary school teacher in
Rustenburg. I am looking for a transfer from North West to Limpopo.
Phone 072 484 3698.
I am a male secondary school educator teaching economics for grade 10 to
12 and social science for grade nine. I
am looking for a transfer from Pretoria to the Vhembe district in Limpopo.
Phone 083 219 3637.
I am a post level one educator who
wants a transfer to QwaQwa, Harrismith, Kestell or Bethlehem. I am in
Ladysmith. Phone 082 941 0506.
I am an intermediate phase teacher,
post level four. I am in Limpopo and
wish to work in Gauteng. Phone
082 548 0037.
I am a post level one intermediate
teacher (M+4) in Msinga. I am looking
for a transfer to Dundee, Newcastle or
Danhauser. Phone 072 568 9222.
I am a primary school teacher in KwaZulu-Natal. I am studying at the University of Zululand. I am looking for
a post, preferably in the foundation
phase. Phone 072 7666 726

I am a post level two educator teaching maths, science and technology.
I am looking for a transfer from the
Free State to Bloemhof or Wolmaransstad in the North West. Phone
079 6146 842.
I am a secondary school commerce
teacher who wants to transfer from
Limpopo to Gauteng or Mpumalanga.
Phone 084 562 9486.
I am a male commerce teacher in
Mpumalanga. I want to transfer to
Limpopo. Phone 083 649 8608.
I am a female primary school teacher
in Gauteng. I am looking for a
transfer to Port Elizabeth. Phone
082 702 6793.
I teach maths and English in the FET
phase. I would like a transfer from
Rustenburg to Tshwane or Pretoria.
Phone 084 555 1686.
I am a primary school educator. I want
to transfer from Ulundi to Gauteng.
Phone 079 478 0316.
I am a male geography teacher for
grades 10 to 12 in Lady Frere. I am
looking for a transfer to the Western
Cape. Phone 082 060 5338

I am a foundation phase educator
looking for a transfer to Pretoria.
Phone 073 608 3041.

In our June edition we
asked you whether Steven
Cohen’s art should be studied
at school. This is what you
had to say:
“Yes. Cohen’s work should
be included in the art
curriculum. How can we
study art if we are not
allowed to investigate the
nude figure — a time-tested
subject.” — S Kendall, Faith
Christian School.
“Cohen’s art should not
be studied at schools.”—
anonymous

Please SMS your comments
on articles in the Teacher and
views on education to
083 409 7430.
Please note that the
Teacher will not reply to
“call back” messages and
also cannot reply to each
SMS individually, but where
possible will publish replies.

Unbeatable prices on a wide
variety of quality products
Hurry Limited Stock!
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• 6 Power levels for
varied cooking programs
• 60 minute timer and
defrost setting
• 800 watt power output

7kg TWIN TUB

BR-21T17 54cm TV
• Auto search function.
• Auto on-screen tuning
for easy set-up.
• Remote control.

• Simultaneous wash and
spin saves you time
• Spin timer for heavy or
delicate clothing types
• Low noise washing operation
• Selectable water levels
for different washing loads.
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